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Everyone is welcome to walk through the door.
It really doesn't matter if you're rich or poor.
There are books in boxes and books on shelves.
They're free for you to borrow, so help yourselves.
The librarian's a friend who loves to lend,
So see if there's a book that she can recommend.
Read that book, and if you're bitten
You can borrow all the other ones the author's written.
Are you into battles or biography?
Are you keen on gerbils or geography?
Gardening or ghosts? Sharks or science fiction?
There's something here for everyone, whatever your addiction.
There are students revising, deep in concentration,
And school kids doing projects, finding inspiration.
Over in the corner there's a table with seating,
So come along and join in the Book Club meeting.
Yes, come to the library! Browse and borrow,
And help make sure it'll still be here tomorrow.
. . .
Julia Donaldson
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Povzetek
Magistrska naloga je povezana z zasnovo načrta mestne knjižnice Prizrena. Če vzamemo kot
primer razvoj, ki ga je vedno imela ta vrsta zgradbe ter ga še vedno ima v evropskih mestih,
sklepamo da takšna vrsta zgradbe dostojanstveno manjka mestu Prizrenu, kot mesto s
tradicijo in starodavno kulturo.
Cilj je, da bo oblikovana zgradba v korespondenci z najvišjimi arhitekturnimi vrednotami, kot
tudi da sovpada z izbrano lokacijo, v prvem delu teme so analizirane glavne značilnosti
arhitekture v Prizrenu, še posebej vpliv islamske arhitekture. Prav tako je bila izvedena
podrobna analiza sprememb opravljenih na zgradbah knjižnic v letih, od prvih primerov pa do
modelov na zadnjih tekmovanjih.
Kot zaključek zgoraj omenjenih analiz, namen naloge je idejni načrt mestne knjižnice v
Prizrenu, k vsebini katere je bil dodan obrtni center, kot domača kulturna vrednota, namen
katerga je spodbujanje obdelave tudi v prihodnosti. Predlagana zgradba vsebuje prenovo
obstoječe zgradbe Srednje šole »Ruzhdije«, kot tudi dodatek nove strukture prihodnje
knjižnice.
PUBLIC LIBRARY AND HANDICRAFT CENTRE IN PRIZREN
Key words: architecture, islamic architecture, library, handicraft center, prizren, kosovo
Abstract
This master thesis is focused on the design project for the Public Library of Prizren. Taking into
account the development that this type of objects had and continues to have in all European
cities, the general understanding is that such an object is missing in the city of Prizren, a city
with ancient culture and tradition.
Aiming to achieve a design which is in accordance with the highest architectonic values and
also with the specified location, in the first part of the thesis, the specifics of the existing
architecture in Prizren have been analyzed, with a special focus on the influence of the Islamic
architecture. Also a detailed analysis of all modifications in the existing libraries, which took
place during the years, from the early examples up to the latest designs and design proposals,
is included,
As a conclusion to these analyses, this thesis presents the Design Project for the Public
Library of Prizren. The design project includes, as a supplement to the library, the handicraft
center, as a local cultural value, something which needs to be cherished and protected in the
future as well. The final design includes the renovation of the existing object »Ruzhdije« High
School and the adding of the new structure of the future library.
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Opomba: Zaradi podrobne razlage (v angleškem jeziku) je spodaj predstavljen kratek povzetek besedilnega gradiva magistrske
naloge.
Magistrska naloga govori o idejnemu načrtu mestne knjižnice v Prizrenu. Naloga obsega dva dela, teoretski del in predstavitev načrta
prihodnje knjižnice.
Izbrana lokacija za obravnavo načrta knjižnice bo mesto Prizren, ki je drugo največje mesto na podlagi velikosti ter številu prebivalstva na
Kosovu.
Kosovo kot nova država s prizadevanji za vključitev v tokove razvoja evropskih mest, ima potrebo po razvoju še posebej na urbanističnem
in arhitekturnem področju. Kljub visokim vrednotam kulturne dediščine, prisotnim na celotnem ozemlju Kosova, njihovo obravnavanje v
zadnjih letih predstavlja tveganje za uničenje njihove vrednosti. Pristne naložbe namenjene za infrastrukturne zgradbe s posebno
pomembnostjo na državni ravni manjkajo. Prizren kot starodavno mesto, kljub dejstvu da je bil prvo mesto v katerem je bila ustanovljena
prva knjižnica pa v današnjih dneh še vedno nima posebne zgradbe za mestno knjižnico. Danes ta institucija deluje v kulturni hiši, ker nima
zadostnih in osnovnih prostorov, ki jih potrebuje knjižnica. Dejstvo, da je Prizren tudi univerzitetno mesto predstavlja takojšnjo potrebo da se
opremi s posebno zgradbo, kjer se bodo lahko zbirali potencialni bralci tega mesta, v katerem prebiva približno 200.000 prebivalcev.
Na podlagi zgoraj omenjenih prošenj, je bila izbrana lokacija prihodnje mestne knjižnice, katera je bila predvidena tudi s strani državnih
institucij. Lokacija se nahaja na Tretjem zaščitenem območju mesta Prizrena, kjer se nahaja stara zgradba Srednje šole "Ruzhdije", ki datira
že od leta 1874. Danes je ta zgradba ruševina, zaradi visoke stopnje uničenja in poškodovanja. Srednja šola "Ruzhdije" je zaradi visokih
arhitekturnih vrednot del predlagane prihodnje zgradbe mestne knjižnice. Na podlagi redkih materialov, ki obstajajo danes in sicer ostalih
fotografij originalne zgradbe je bila opravljena predstavitev načina, kako je mogoče zgradbo obnoviti ali ponovno zgraditi.
Cilj načrta zgradbe prihodnje knjižnice je, da bo primeren za izbrano lokacijo ter bo spoštoval arhitekturne vrednosti. Zaradi tega razloga je
prvi del magistrske naloge povezan z analizo arhitekturnih značilnosti v Prizrenu. 500 letna okupacija Otomanskega cesarstva na temu
območju je vplivala na spremembo načina življenja, kulture, tradicije in arhitekture. Zaradi tega je bila opravljena analiza otomanske
arhitekture znotraj ozemlja nekdanjega imperija, vključno z vplivi, ki jih je ta invazija pustila na sosednjih državah, deloma na celotnem
Balkanu, zlasti na Kosovu ter Bosni in Hercegovini.
Podobnosti, ki izhajajo iz te študije so bistvene, še posebej podobnosti arhitekture med Sarajevom in Prizrenom. Opravljena je bila
obravnava istih elementov, ki se pojavljajo v arhitekturi teh mest, elementov kot so gradbene konstrukcije mest. Kot poseben element, ki je
tipičen za to arhitekturno obdobje je element na hišah imenovan "doksat". Način na katerem so zasnovani stari trgi (čarshije), ulice in hiše
izhaja iz islamske kulture in je skoraj enak v Sarajevu kot v Prizrenu. Elementi predstavljeni v notranjosti so prav tako enakega značaja,
zaradi istega načina življenja v teh mestih, ki je tesno povezan z islamom, kateremu je večina prebivalstva pripadala.
Da se ohrani kulturna dediščina, ki je bila gojena že stoletja med prebivalci Prizrena in zaradi vznemirjenja o usodi te vrednote v prihodnosti
smo vztrajali, da se te značilnosti uporabljajo kot elementi za arhitekturno rešitev prihodnje mestne knjižnice v Prizrenu. Element "doksat" se
pojavlja na večini hiš tega obdobja in se uporablja v konceptu prihodnje zgradbe mestne knjižnice skupaj z mrežno fasado, katera ustreza
elementom islamske arhitekture.
Povzetek magistrske naloge "Knjižnica in obrtni center v Prizrenu"
Koncept dizajna za načrt mestne knjižnice in obrtnega centra v Prizrenu, izhaja iz podatkov vzetih iz arhitekturnih analiz v Prizrenu in v regiji
ter vpliva islamske arhitekture med otomansko okupacijo.
Ker je lokacija v kateri je predvidena prihodnja zgradba knjižnice v izredno slabem stanju, sem poskušala doseči optimalno možno rešitev.
Razvojni načrt mesta Prizrena se ne spoštuje, kot rezultat so gradnje na tem območju različnih pripandosti, kar ustvarja urbanistično euforijo.
Prav tako, stanje hiš za dodeljeno lokacijo je izredno slabo. Fasade so slabo obdelane in pogled z druge strani reke v smeri izbrane lokacije
je vznemirjajoč. V bistvu bi moral ta del mesta biti eden izmed najbolje obravnavanih predelov, zaradi prisotnosti mosta "Suzi Celebise" ter
dzamije "Suzi Celebise", kot pomembne arhitekturne zgradbe. Prav tako ima lokacija potencial za dobro obravnavo z arhitekturnega vidika,
zaradi prisotnosti naravnih vrednot, kot je reka katera teče poleg.
Vsi ti elementi so bili upoštevani pri določanju koncepta tega načrta. Prvotno sem poskušala maksimalno spoštovati zgradbo, ki se nahaja
znotraj lokacije, kar se pravi nekdanjo zgradbo Srednje šole "Ruzhdije". Tri fasade te zgradbe so bile ohranjene maksimalno (na podlagi
originalnega stanja zgradbe), medtem ko južna fasada nima dostopa z glavne ceste je bila upoštevana kot možnost za združitev z novo
zgradbo knjižnice. Na ta način bo zgradba šole "Ruzhdije" del prihodnje knjižnice, v katerem bo nameščen del programa. Medtem ko nova
dodana struktura spoštuje maksimalno staro strukturo pomeni, da ne posega v podobe stare zgradbe. Prav tako postopno višanje zgradbe
na najvišjo točko fasade z glavne ceste je bilo opravljeno z začetkom v točki nič, od zaključka stare zgradbe. Stara zgradba ohranja
najpomembnejšo lego na lokaciji prihodnje knjižnice, po tem ko je poleg nje predvidena zelena površina kot tudi simboličen amfiteater s
stopnicami, katere usmerjajo v novo zgradbo, vendar imajo pogled na staro zgradbo. Na ta način bralci lahko izkoristijo to površino za branje
in uživajo v pogledu na staro zgradbo z arhitekturnimi vrednotami.
Koncept nove strukture je bil določen v dveh glavnih ciljih. Prvi cilj, katerega sem tudi zgoraj omenila je dati maksimlno prioriteto stari
konstrukciji, medtem ko je namen drugega cilja blokiranje arhitekturnega nereda, kateri se nahaja za novo strukturo in je sestavljen iz slabo
obravnavanih stanovanjskih hiš. Na ta način bo pogled z druge strani reke neposreden na kompleks knjižnice in bo meščanom onemogočen
kontakt z neobdelanimi fasadami in urbanističnim neredom. Najvišja točka fasade s strani ceste ustreza višini sosednje zgradbe, s tem
poskušam ustvariti linearno črto različnih višin na lokaciji.
Program je vključen kot v novo tako tudi v staro strukturo. Z glavnega vhoda, kateri se nahaja v novi strukturi, se razvija največji del
knjižnične vsebine. Pritljičje je sestavljeno iz različnih vsebin od vstopne dvorane (predprostora) in prevzema ter predaje knjig pa do
otroškega oddelka in prostora za študij. Medtem ko je v stari strukturi pritličje namenjeno prostoru za upravo. Iz obeh struktur obstaja dostop
za v zgornje nadstropje in klet. V prvem nadstropju nove strukture se nahaja oddelek za odrasle, medtem ko je prvo nadstropje v stari
strukturi namenjeno oddelku za redke (težko najdene) knjige in tiste ki predstavljajo kulturno dediščino. V novi strukturi sledi drugo
nadstropje, v katerem je oblikovan prostor za učenje z dostopom na teraso.
Na skoraj celotnem obsegu lokacije je bila izkoriščena površina za klet, v kateri so nameščene velika dvorana za predavanja, majhna
dvorana za predavanj   a, prostor za izvajanje obrti, prostor za razstave in organiziranje različnih prireditev kot tudi skladiščni prostor z
zadostnimi kvadratnimi metri za skladiščenje zadostnih knjižnih skladov. Dostop do kleti je izveden s ceste z rampo, tako da bo dobava s
knjigami in potrošnim materialom bolj učinkovita.
Zgradba je tesno povezana z zunanjimi prostori, dostopom na stopnice amfiteatra, katere pogled imajo na reko. Neposredno z glavnega
vhoda je predstavljena terasa na drugi strani zgradbe, katera je razdeljena na dva dela, en del za otroke in drugi za odrasle, v katerih so
pridvidene zelene in vodne površine. Medtem ko je na zadnjem nadstropju nove strukture oblikovana terasa, katera nudi bralcem možnost
kontakta z zunanjim okoljem med časom študija.
Fasada nove zgradbe je oblikovana v principu mrež, katere so bile del notranjosti individualnih hiš islamske arhitekture in principu prodiranja
svetlobe med praznimi prostori mreže. Svetloba v islamski arhitekturi je bila vedno obravnavana s posebno previdnostjo in kot taka je
prisotna tudi na fasadi predstavljeni v načrtu. Medtem ko stara struktura ohranja preprostost z enotno fasado ter sodobno obravnavo strehe
in okenskih okvirjev na katerih je bila uporabljena kovina kot interpretacija namestitve novih elemntov na stare zgradbe.
Opis projekta za mestno knjižnico in obrtni cenetr v Prizrenu
1. Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION
This Master Thesis is focused on the idea/design project for the city library of Prizren. The thesis is divided into two parts: in the theory part,
followed by the presentation of the project for the future city library.
The specified location is in the city of Prizren, the second largest and the second most inhabited city in Kosovo.
Kosovo, as a young country with aspirations to integrate in Europe, needs to significantly develop in the urbanistic and architectonic sense.
Despite the high cultural heritage values, which are present and spread all over Kosovo, the bad treatment of these values in the last years
presents a serious threat for the cultural heritage.
Aside of this, for the time being, there are no strategic investments in new objects. E.g. the ancient city of Prizren, despite the fact that it is
the city where the first library was build, unfortunately today it does not have a separate building for the city library.
The city library, as an institution, today functions within the object known as the Palace of Culture, together with a number of other cultural
institutions. As such it does not have sufficient space, which is essential for a public library. Recently, the city of Prizren has become the host
of the second public university and this increases the need for a place where all the potential readers, including students, could gather.
The specified location is selected based on the abovementioned criteria and it should be noted that this location is also selected by the
municipal authorities.
PREFACE
Driven by ambitions and personal desires, we end up "wandering" on different paths laid down all over the globe, however, despite all the
worldly temptations, in our subconscious, and not just there, we always see ourselves striving towards the point of our origin, the place where
it all had started for us and our personality laid out its first shapes of form. It is not just the fact that we were born there, or that the remains of
our loved ones lay there, but we sense that our future is always connected with our past. No matter where we end up, there will always be a
part of us, which will call us from the past; the point of origin.
The dream of every artist, an inner silent longing of every designer and builder, is that the fruits of hard education (our ideas, products,
creations...) should also be recognized and come to life in the homeland; the place which we believe that we know it best and would like to
have a role in its prosper.
Therefore, as a future graduate student of architecture, my first important work is dedicated to my hometown. The reasons for this are many,
and go beyond the reasons highlighted above.
The main goal of my graduate studies in Slovenia, with the University of Maribor, was to get acquainted as much as possible with new
viewpoints on contemporary architecture, and also with the Slovenian angle on architecture and beyond. Implementing these viewpoints in
my homeland, especially in the context of cultural sensitivity and the way of life, is of fundamental value. In an indirect way, it would also
represent a small step in the overall cooperation and exchange between the two countries.
To further elaborate, the city of Prizren, my hometown, after the war of '99 has slipped into a vicious cycle of neglect when it comes to
architectural and spatial planning. The so called "wild construction" endangers the historical values of the city since Prizren is known as an
historic city. It is my belief that by default an historic city should be seen as a model for the rest, a place where the past meets the present
and together face the future. However, all this can end being a victim of neglect. In this context, I see the city of Prizren, as an ideal location
for my Master Thesis. Specifically the project of the Public Library is a subject of a long public discussion and therefore is a very important
professional challenge.
Why do I say this? The Public Library should not be seen just as one more physical object to be built. The  Library is also a spiritual place,
and as such it breathes life alongside its visitors. At the same time, the Public Library is more than an institution, since it is a fountain of
knowledge. Taking all these into account, designing a library is a challenge since a Public Library is a complex building involving many layers
of understanding and sensibility.  Furthermore, being aware that we live in an electronic age, a City Library can even be perceived as a dying
concept. However, it should be us, the young professionals, the architects of tomorrow, through proper use of space and shaping of spiritual
identity, who should come up with new ideas, not just how to preserve these objects but also how to adapt them to the new challenges.
"Houses of knowledge", as the Libraries used to be known, should represent a house of dreams, ideas and creation. A place where an
individual, through a small door would enter into a big world of knowledge, information and most important attraction; the Public Library
should ascend into a place of inspiration. Like this, it can continue breathing alongside its visitors regardless of the challenges that the new
age produces all the time.
1.
The location is situated in the Third Protected Zone of the city of Prizren. The old object of the “Ruzhdije” High School, dating since 1874, is
located there. However, nowadays, this old object is in ruins and is in need of thorough reconstruction and renovation. Because of its high
architectonic values, this object will be a part of the future city library complex. The reconstruction and renovation plan is based on the few
existing materials, mainly old photographs of the original building.
The presented design of the city library aims to build an object which is suitable for the selected location and at the same time respect the
architectonic values. For this reason, the first part of the Master Thesis is focused on the analysis of the architectonic specifics of the city of
Prizren and beyond in the surroundings. The five hundred years long Ottoman presence in the region had a long lasting effect on the life
style, culture, traditions and, most important for us, also architecture. Therefore we have focused on analyzing the ottoman architecture and
its effect in the region, especially in Kosovo and in Bosnia and Herzegovina as two typical examples of this influence.
Conclusions derived from this study are essential due to the similarities in the architecture of the city Sarajevo and the city of Prizren. We
have analyzed the similar/same elements which appear in the architecture of both cities, e.g. construction structures in both cities. A special
element, typical for this period of architecture is the visible element in households known as “doksat”. Also the method how “carshia”,
“mahalla” and the house was designed and seen is almost the same both in Sarajevo and in Prizren. Furthermore, the elements used in the
interior are also almost the same, primarily due to the same life style and living conditions, as both cities were cultural and political centers of
the ottoman establishment in the region.
In an attempt to preserve the cultural heritage of the city, since there is a genuine concern for its fate, we have insisted that the
abovementioned elements are used in the design solution for the future city library of Prizren. The “doksat” element, seen in the most of the
households of this period, alongside with the “net” facade, typical for the Islamic architecture, is used in the design concept for the city library.
1.1  DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM AS A SUBJECT OF RESEARCH
Libraries are evidence of the civilization of a nation, and the asset of a country's intellectual development. While the updates in technology
and changes in the methodology of learning /reading are constantly influencing the design of libraries, the city of Prizren, although with a
population of near 200,000 inhabitants and city with  cultural and intellectual prosperity, still does not have the particular library building. A
walk through the latest library buildings which have been designed and build lately in all cities around Europe, brings us not only the desire to
analyze specifically this type of buildings, but also to see the need of presence of such institution in the city of Prizren.
Therefore, taking in consideration the historical approach that these types of buildings have had in the past, the most complex aspect is the
revolution that libraries have passed through lately.
1.2 OBJECTIVES AND BASIC STATEMENTS
- Analyse of the libraries from history to the latest designs
-Analyses of the architecture in area  of dedicated location
-Analyses of the impact of Islamic Architecture in area and region
-Connection of the historical aspects of architecture with the given solution
-Design concept of future building of Public Library and Handicraft Center
4.  RESEARCH METHODS
Master thesis is divided in two main part, the theoretical part and the project idea part. In the first part we will try to analyze the location itself,
the typology of buildings in nearby location as long as public facilities. But the most important part is analyzing the historical aspect that
characterizes area. Since architecture in Prizren has had a huge influence during long conquest of Ottoman Empire, we will try to analyze the
impact of Islamic Architecture in typology of public and individual units not only in Prizren but also in architecture of region that had the same
impact, such as in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina and other cities in Balkans.
From here, we will continue with the analyses of this type of buildings and the influences that libraries had during centuries in the architectural
design. Taking in consideration the greatest examples in the history of architecture, we will also analyse the latest examples of libraries that
were built and proposed.
After the theoretical analyses, we will try to use the important impacts from them, and come to the best solution regarding to the project idea
of the Public Library and Handicraft Canter in Prizren.
2.
PART A - Historical analysis as preludes to the design process
2. Historical approach in relation with location
2.1 Kosovo, short historyKOSOVO
Capital city: Pristina
Official language: Albanian, Serbian
Ethnic groups: 92% Albanians, 8% Serbs, Bosnians’, Turks, etc.
Total area: 10,908 km2
Population: 1,733,872
Density: 159/ km2
Kosovo is a located in south-eastern Europe, at the heart of the Balkan Peninsula, perfectly situated at the crossroads of major trade routes
and at an intersection of various cultures.
The first inhabitants on the Balkan Peninsula were the ancient people known as the Illyrians, who later fell under the influence of the Roman
culture, as the region got integrated into the Roman Empire and later into the Byzantine Empire. Southern Slavs migrated to the territories of
modern Kosovo in the late 7th century. Two centuries later, Kosovo was ruled by the Bulgarian Empire from the 9th century until the medieval
Kingdom of Serbia gained control of Kosovo in the 12th century. For the next 150 years Kosovo was the centre of the Serbian medieval
empire under the rule of emperor Dušan. After the battle of Kosovo, when the coalition of Balkan forces, Serbs, Albanians and others, led by
Serbian Emperor Lazar, was defeated, for the next 500 years, the region became a part of the Ottoman Empire. ( Malcolm, 2002)
In 1913, Kosovo fell again under Serbian control, while in 1918 became a part of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. Finally, after the breakup of
former Yugoslavia and after a bloody war in 1999, Kosovo declared independence on 17 February 2008.
Main religions in Kosovo are Islam and Christianity. According to unofficial statistics, 85% are Muslims; 5-7 % are Roman Catholics, while the
rest are Serbian Orthodox. ( http://en.wikipedia.org/, Kosovo)
Through the centuries, religious culture had an impact in the architecture of the region, starting with Christian monasteries, which were built
in the pre Ottoman era, some of which now are under UNESCO protection.
During the Ottoman rule, local architecture experienced a turn when mosques and Turkish baths were constructed, soon to be followed by
individual housing and city designs constructed under the influence of ottoman style. ( Malcolm, 2002)
PRIZREN
Country: Kosovo
Official language: Albanian, Serbian, Turkish
Total area: 640 km2
Population: 221,000
Density: 295,70/ km2
Prizren is located in the southern Kosovo, a municipality covering an area of 640 km2. Its geographic position is important in the region
because Prizren, as a region, is situated in the border with Albania in the west and FYR of Macedonia in the southeast. Distance from Prizren
to capital city, Pristina, is only 77 km, passable through a modern highway. (http://en.wikipedia.org/, Prizren)
Prizren is surrounded by Sharr Mountains, with the highest peak reaching 2,748 m. Across the municipality, there is a dense network of
rivers, some of them with a very fast stream and deep waters. The climate is predominantly continental, however the Mediterranean climate
reaches Prizren from the Adriatic sea, channelled through the canyon of Drini i Bardh River.
Demographic characteristics of Prizren:'The resident population, living in Kosovo, is usually estimated as 1.8 to 2.0 milion. The best estimate
is probably around 1.9 million. According to Living Standard Measurement Survey 2000, 88% were defined as ethnic Kosovo Albanians. The
Serbian population accounted for 7%, while other ethnic groups together accounted for approximately 5 % of the total population'.1 Based on
the same sources, Municipality of Prizren has population of about 221,000 inhabitants, among them 90% Albanians and 10% minority groups
of Bosniacs, Turks, Romas and Serbs.
Culturally, despite the recent violent history, the people of the region, have given and taken a lot of from each other. Similar traditions, similar
architecture, are the best example of this cultural exchange. The most significant influence, present with all, is the byzantine - ottoman
influence in architecture. Both churches and mosques, Christian or Muslim traditional houses, share the same concept; Byzantine in its origin
and which was later adopted by the Ottomans.
Economic characteristics of Prizren: 'The Municipality of Prizren has great potential to develop its tourism industry based on its geographical
location, traditional sites and comfortable climate conditions'.2 Prizren appears attractive for daily visits and also longer, organized ones. This
brings the economy of many restaurant, small hotels-motels, private retail stores and service related business operating in high intensity.
1. Kosovo in figures 2007;esk.rks-gov.net/eng/publikimet/doc.../523-kosovo-and-its-population; 03/05/2013
2. Municipality of Prizren, UN development agenda; <http://unpan1.un.org/intradoc/groups/public/documents/untc/unpan012748.pdf>; 11/05/2013
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one of the first maps where
Prizren is mantioned
Runner of Prizren, earliest
archeological find, 500BC
Church of Our Lady of Ljeviš, XIII century
The Roman town of Theranda  is
mentioned in the Geography of Ptolemy
dating the 2nd century AD. In the 5th
century, it is mentioned as a city being
restored in Dardania with the name of
Petrizên by Procopius of Caesarea  in
Deaedificiis. It is thought that its modern
name comes indicating fortress which
could be seen from afar.
In 1180-90 Prizren was conquered by
Serbian Prince Stefan Nemanja. Later on
the Byzantine Greek Othodox bishop
tried to impose the city within their
jurisdiction.
The influence given in the area by
Catholic Church was related also in
architecture.
In 1454 Ottoman Empire made a major
invasion in Kosovo, after several
attacks. From the capital of the Sanjak
of Prizren, the city of Prizren became
the capital of the Vilayet, which included
also Tetovo.
During the late 19th century the city
became a focal point for Albanian
nationalism
On June 10, 1878, the League of Prizren
was created. 300 delegates from
Kosovo, Albania and Macedonia joined
leaders from Bosnia-Herzegovina,
aiming to achieve autonomy from the
Ottoman Empire. Today the Museum of
the Albanian League of Prizren is a
complex of four buildings.
2.2 Prizren important historical periods
4.
2.3 Ottoman Empire conquest and its impact in development of architecture in Balkans
Early Ottoman Period
Late Period (1876-1922)
Empire Period (1808-1876)
Bursa Period (1299-1427)
Classical Period (1437-1703)
Modernization Period
Tulip Period (1703-1757)
Baroque Period (1757-1808)
The Ottoman Empire was a state created under Osman Bay in north-west Anatolia in 1239. During the 16th and 17th centuries under the
regime of Suleiman the Magnificent, the Ottoman Empire was one of the most powerful states in the World, spreading from the southern
borders of the Holy Roman Empire on the out skin of Royal Hungary; from Algeria in the west to Azerbaijan controlling most of the southwest
Europe, Western Asia and North Africa. (Goodwin,1987)
Ottomans absorbed tradition, art and culture of the regions that they conquered. At the same time, they added their own scent, context, way
of thinking, on top of what they absorbed. In different fields, such as in architecture, music, literature etc, they adopted numerous traditions of
different people and later developed them further within the ottoman context and way of thinking.
The Ottoman Empire had a christian majority, until the second half of the 15th century. It is also known that before adopting Islam, Turkish
people practiced so called shamanism, a virtual pracitce. Important to be sad is that in the Ottoman Empire, based on so called ' Muslim
dhimmi system', christians were treated as second-class citizens. (http://en.wikipedia.org/, Ottoman Empire)
OTTOMAN EMPIRE, history
OTTOMAN EMPIRE, architecture
The architecture of the Ottoman Empire was established in Bursa and Edirne, dating its beginning in 14th and 15th century. It is documented
that the architecture, sometimes known as Ottoman architecture, sometimes as Turkish architecture, was developed and partly transformed
from Seljuk architecture. The influences in Ottoman architecture were a mixture of Persian, Byzantin, Iranian and Islamic Mamluk tradition.
The last one came after the conquest of Constantinople. But besides the influences, an important fact to be sad is that Ottoman architecture
is a historic style in its own right and has a clear individuality. (http://en.wikipedia.org/, Ottoman Architecture )
However, it should be noted that the most important influence came from the Byzantine and the Armenian tradition. This impact is highly
visible especially in the case of Hagia Sophia church, which served as a model for many Ottoman future mosques. The same applies also for
the Hagia Irene in Constantinople.
One of the highest achievement of the Ottomans architecture is the creation of entire new generations of Ottoman builders. They came from
different regions and not all of them were Muslims. However they used all their creativity and knowledge achieving the highest level of
architecture that was ever seen in this land, including harmony between inner and outer space, different approaches  within light and shadow,
massive domes, etc.(Goodwin,1987)
OTTOMAN EMPIRE, classical period
The most important period of all Ottoman Architecture development was the Classical period, in between 1437-1703. In this period all the
various architecture traditions, which were absorbed from the regions that the ottomans had conquered, finally were harmonized.
Although based strongly in the Byzantine tradition, especially with the influence of the Haghia Sophia, Classical Period adapted architecture
for the Ottoman needs. Mosques that were built in this time used  a dome-based structure, exactly influenced by Hagia Sophia, but
proportions were changed, the interior structure was opened and in this way adding more light. ( http://en.wikipedia.org/, Ottoman
Architecture )
The architecture of this period is associated with the work of Mimar Sinan, the master architect of the classical period. He started a new era
in world architecture, and it is mostly known for creating 334 major projects, buildings, in various cities, and hundreds of small project
designs.
Mimar Sinan ( 1490-1588 ) was chief architect in Ottoman Empire and also well known civil engineer for Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent,
Selim II and Murad II. His first major work was Shezade Mosque, while his second important work was Suleymaniye Mosque and
surrounding complex, built by Suleiman the Magnificent. (Goodwin,1987)
Examples of Classical Period of Ottoman Architecture can be found also outside of Turkey, wherever the Ottoman Empire was spread.
Important influence of this architecture visible in mosques, bridges, fountains and also schools can be found in Balkans, Hungary, Egypt,
Tunisia and Algiers. (Goodwin,1987)
5.
2.3.1  Architecture within Ottoman Empire
Muradie Mosque
Maroque - Independent center
Mughal - India architecture
Safavid  - Isfahan architecutre
Ottoman Turkish  - Istambul architecture
XVI CENTURY -centres of architecture development
Selimiye Mosque
MIMAR SINAN, life and education
MIMAR SINAN, work and qualification
MIMAR SINAN, creating in Albania
MIMAR SINAN, the master
' The most famous of all Ottoman architects was Sinan who held the office of Architects of the abode of Felicity for fifty years. So great was
his personality ... he was responsible for every detail of city administration including the sewers, fire regulations and the repair of all public
monuments.' 3
Based on biographer, Mustafa Sai Celebi, Mimar Sinan was born in 1489. The only records of his origine are in Topkapi-saray Museum.
Many different facts about his youth and military career were raised, but as for origin he might be Armenian, Albanian or Greek, coming from
the small town called Agirnas in Anatolia. The only certain fact was that Mimar was Ottoman and it is proven that he was educated in Ibrahim
Pasha School. Scholars of his time often referred to him as someone of an Albanian origin, a sun of stonemason from a Christian Orthodox
family. He was even called as 'Albanian genius', in between Mughal Emperor Babur, when he invited him in the Indians Mahajan as ' certain
pupils of the leading Ottoman architect Sinan, the Albanian genius, to carry out his architectural schemes.'
Mimar Sinan became a military engineer and an officer in the Janissary corps. He soon became known as an infrastructure expert because
of his knowledge for roads, bridges and aqueducts. His work in religious buildings began in his fifties, after he was named as a chief royal
architect.
At the beginning of his career, the only thing he got from his education, was some empirical point of view. Theoretical approach of
architecture was something yet to be developed for Sinan, as far as we know in the beginning he had to deal with the traditional domed
architecture. But his imagination went through what he actually found, and he started to use several variations for a future 'mixed-dome'
architecture.
He was able to give his own impact because during his military career he studied architecture monuments in the cities that were
conquered by Ottoman Empire, mostly in Europe and Middle East.
Mimar Sinan started with the construction of a modern Haseki Hurrem complex, for the wife of the Suleyman the Magnificent.
As for all his career, it can be illustrated by three major architecture works. His experience all around Ottoman Empire, was shown in two
of his major designs in Istanbul, the Seherzade Mosque and Suleymaniye Mosque. While his masterpiece, which also belongs to his
master stage, is Selymiye Mosque. This was a project that Sinan finished when he was 80, and presents 'the most outstanding example
of the level of achievement reached by Sinan'.
Mimar Sinan played an important role in the new architecture in all what is today Albania and Kosovo.
One of the first works was also the defence tower in Vlorë, a city in south Albania, which was built in 1537. This tower is evaluated as
similar to the Tower Of Thessaloniki, because of the dimensions, function and also the way of construction.
The tower is in the inner part of the castle of Vlora city which was built by ottomans, nears today city port. The castle had to towers, in
each angle, but only the main one was built by architect Mimar Sinan. The structure was seven storey, with a total height 15 storeys.
'… The fortress of Vlora was founded by Sultan Sulejman… It had the form of an eight-sided structure and its walls were twenty feet high
and ten feet thick… Within the fortress there is the mosque of Sultan Sulejman, the beautiful seven-storey tower of Sulejman Shahu built
with carved stone and its dome is covered with lead….This tower was constructed by the famous architect Koxha Mimar Sinan….'.4
In Mimar Sinan's work-list in Albania, is also listed Muradie Mosque. Mosque was built during XVI century, around the year 1542, also
ordered by Sultan Sulejman. The importance in design is potencies in architectural forms, and by the way that minaret and the portal of
the entrance are treated. Mosque has a cubic-shaped prayer room with a cupola and dimension of 8.7 x 8.7 m. ( http://visitvlora.com,
The mosque of Muradije).
The materials used for the walls are brick and stone, with special importance given in the minaret, which is built with carved stones. In
both sides of the portal are presented two windows covered with special brick decor architras, while the balcony has highly artistic
treatment.
Despite the changes throughout history the monument preserves it original and architectural values.
3. Godfrey Goodwin; A history of Ottoman Architecture, (London, 1987), 197
4. About Vlora through the years, http://visitvlora.com/about-vlora-through-the-years, 16/05/2013
(Goodwin,1987)
(Goodwin,1987)
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1. Ali Pasha Hamam,the women's
section is on the right, the men's on the
left
2. Laleli Complex, Istanbul. Turbe and
the fountain at the south-east gate
1. Clock tower at Adana
2. Clock tower at Nigde
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1. Eski Cami, Edirne, from the south with
the exterior of the Rustem Pasha Han on
the left.
2. Ibrahim Pasha Cami, Nevsehir
1. Beyazit Bridge, Osmancik
2. The bridge at Çataltepe
3. Emir Sultan Coplex, Bursa. The
fountain in the outer wall
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Architecture within Ottoman Empire, examples
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1. Kavasun Aptullah House, Karaman
2. Hasan House, Karaman, the central
landing
1. Çakir Aga Konak, Birgi, a corner from
the street
2. Safranbolu, two konaks
1. Houses on the shore of the Yesil Irmak
at Amasya and the tombs of the
Mithridates family
2. Buyuk Yeni Han, Istanbul
3. Houses in Safranbolu
1. Fatih Cami, Istanbul, window in the
courtyard wall with inlaid marble
inscription
2. Fatih Cami, Istanbull, window in
courtyard
3. Detail of a door, Safranbolu
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Architecture within Ottoman Empire, examples
'Gazi Husref-Bey's Mosque'
Sarajevo, XIX century
'Bascarsia'
OTTOMAN ARCHITECTURE, sarajevo
OTTOMAN ERA, history
OTTOMAN ERA, architecture
The Ottoman conquest of Bosnia (1463-1878) presents a new era in the country's history, with changes in political, cultural and religious
views. The country went through different changes in political administration, reorganization of administrative units as long as new  social and
religious approaches, including also a new approach in area and city design.
During this period a number of cities, especially Sarajevo and Mostar, developed into major regional centres of urban development and
trade. Furthermore, in this period, with the interest of Sultan, several major investments in city structure were done, establishing also a new
era in architecture.
Study of the Ottoman period in Bosnian Architecture is best described by architectural theoretician, Dušan Grabrijan. In his studies on the
development of architecture in this period, he went beyond historical and urbanistic aspects, marking also changes that the people and the
country in general went through. According to him, the achievements of Oriental architecture are clearly seen in Sarajevo, the capital of
Bosnia.
On other side, Juraj Neidhardt, another theoretician, described Bosnia as below:
'What is the charm of the Orient that starts in Sarajevo and which Westerners can’t resist? Here there are no planned actions that would
come from rational thinking, it is all a matter of improvisation, the result of ad hoc ideas and temporary needs. Here you cannot find a clear
axis and absolute symmetry. Here you can’t even find construction systems being built properly. Here everything displays the need to please
humans. Composition, in the West, thought and built according to logic and plan, here becomes an agglomeration of parts, every time a
result of different needs and every time improvised differently; but always in relation to the senses'.5
In general, Bosnian architecture has no written laws in which it went through, but there are several known elements that define it as
architecture: human scale, geometry, connection with nature, use of local material and traditional building techniques.(Grabrijan, Neidhardt,
1957)
The well known 'Stari most' in Mostar, Herzegovina, can be considered an architecture Bosnian icon. This bridge represents the power of
connection between the eastern and western civilization and also emphasizing that the river was used as a main element of the urban life.
The development history of the city of Sarajevo can be divided into two periods; the early Ottoman era, lasting from 1521 to 1697, and the
late Ottoman era, from 1697-1878.
The city was created around first 'mahala', now the surrounding of the Emperor's mosque, built in 1462. In the meantime, the first bridge was
built at the same time when the government buildings were built. Today's city structure was built on tillable soil, where no previous buildings
existed, except 'Bascarsia' which was build on the old Roman road. By this time only two mosques were built, one built by Mustafa-Bey
Skenderpalšič in 1518 and other one erected by Muslihudin Čekrekčije, in 1526.Later on, within the influence of Gazi Husrev-Bey , 1521-
1541, Bosnia and Herzegovina entered one of its most important phases. Gazi Husref's-Bey impact is clearly visible also in the architecture
development of this period, especially because in this time the icons of ottoman architecture in Sarajevo were built, such as 'Gazi Husref-
Bey's mosque, 1530,the  'Gazi Husref-Bey' Medressa (high school), 1537 etc.
Continuing with this tempo, in 16th century, Sarajevo became known as ' Šeher kasaba', wich literally meant 'big town'. Sarajevo consisted of
106 residential quarters, known as 'mahala'. The typical residential quarter consisted 30-40 dwelling units, usually a mosque and a primary
school and a bakery, while a water source was part unconditional part of each 'mahala'. (Grabrijan, Neidhardt, 1957)
'The point is that Bosnian  man has his style. He makes his pottery, space, city, according to himself, in human scale, he is not a mystic, but
a realist and that is the source of all this realistic architecture, which is at the same time comfortable, humble and democratic. All roofs and
doors of these houses are almost the same, we could call them homes for anyone, all of them [houses] in the human scale, all almost grown
out of the land, all the decoration brought from their construction and structure - architecture built of the natural and the local'.6
The 'Orient rules' were obeyed in Sarjevo's life style, which were strongly connected with the symbolism of buildings, nature...especially
running clear water and green areas. All these elements raised the importance of architecture.
' European travellers described the residents of Sarajevo as living in 'vila'-using such term not to mean material luxury but luxuriance of
space'.7
As a result of all the efforts, Sarajevo was the biggest and most important city in the Balkans, after Istanbul itself. But with the failure of the
Battle of Vienna in 1683, the Sarajevo went through a difficult period, with most of it being demolished in fires. The city had to be rebuilt,
although it was never how it was used to be, although in later periods significant schools, mosques, libraries were built. (Grabrijan, Neidhardt,
1957)
5. Architecture of Bosnia and Herzegovina, http://slatki4.tripod.com/architectura.html,12/06/2013
6. D. Grabrijan, J.Neidhardt,; Arhitekture Bosnie i put u suvremeno, ( Ljubljana,1957), 36
7. D. Grabrijan, J.Neidhardt,; Arhitekture Bosnie i put u suvremeno, ( Ljubljana,1957), 50
(http://en.wikipedia.org/, Architecture of Bosnia and Herzegovina)
(http://en.wikipedia.org/, Architecture of Bosnia and Herzegovina)
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 2.3.2  Architecture in Sarajevo within Ottoman Empire
DUŠAN GRABRIJAN, architecture in Sarajevo
SARAJEVO, the city, the 'charshiya', the 'mahala' and the house
The house, Sarajevo
3.
1.
2.
4.
5.
'Old balcony architecture in Sarajevo
The most important study work on architecture in Sarajevo and explanations of design visions practised there through centuries were given
by Slovenian-Bosnian architect, Dušan Grabrijan (1899-1952). In the beginning of his career as an architect he was student of Joze Plečnik,
Slovene architect. Afterwards he came in Sarajevo in 1930 and spent 20 years of his life trying to improve the architecture situation in
Sarajevo city. But before doing this, he studied with all his heart the historical development of Oriental architecture in Bosnia. He was
strongly attracted with Oriental House, adopted to the demand of Bosnian house.( http://bs.wikipedia.org/wiki/, Dušan Grabrijan)
Dušan Grabrijan considered in many of his theoretical presentations on the city structure of Sarajevo, that this city has five authentic
components:
1. The highway is the backbone
2. The slopes are the body
3. The Charshiya ( business centre ) is the heart
4. The green mantle is the lungs
5. The water is the soul of the city
The city-Influences of traditional concepts and the Orient, political, economical and also cultural trends of the town of Sarajevo, where the
ones that took shape in the valley of Milyatska River. The town originates in the time of Turkish invasion and the occupation of Bosnia. Like
no other city in the Bosnia, Sarajevo is developed in advantage, being near the source of Bosnia river and also Bosnian road system. From
this development 'charshia was born', as a central area of the town. (Grabrijan, Neidhardt, 1957)
The Charshyia-Charshiya, the Oriental bazaar was located in the centre of the town, along Milyatska river  and served as a business area. It
was totally separated from the residential area , Mahala, and has as a function the gathering of artisans of Sarajevo. They groups their shops
near important buildings for that time, such as mosques, hammams and also market places. The most interesting part is that these shops
arranged along narrow streets, making the town structure look like a honeycomb. 'These stores were called duchans and served as
workshops and small storerooms all in one. They were so small that the artisans squatting on the floor did not need to get up when they
wanted to get hold of the articles lined up on the shelves at the walls'.8
The charm given by the articles 'hidden' in these small shops, was the key in architecture that was developed in this part of the city. As said
earlier, the architecture of Sarajevo was build in some unwritten architectural laws, from where small buildings raised to hotels, market
places, high schools, baths and mosques.
The Mahala and The House-As long as the regular road was built leading to Charshiya, other paths and roads begin to branch off and create
a possible position for houses to be built. The street and 'sokaks' started to develop, with the zigzag pattern, along which 40-50 houses were
built. In each 'mahala', a mosque , a fountain, a coffeehouse and a bakery were built, around a square or a market. According to statistics,
Sarajevo developed from the beginning around 99 Mahalas. Mahala as the strongest structure of the city, developed in the slopes of the city,
where the first house erected in the first path laid out, giving opportunity to other houses  to locate. When more houses were already built, the
community took care for erecting the other important buildings, supposed to belong in Mahala, starting from the mosque.  Every mahala has
its own main road-the spine, from where three to four paths were founded, so called 'sokaki'. Mostly the streets were only for pedestrians. In
this way 'the street pattern shows a similarity to a branching tree'.9 (Grabrijan, Neidhardt, 1957)
The water was highly valued in residential structure of Sarajevo, influenced by Orient, and each Mahala had a fountain in the canter. The
'chesma' presents a cubist sculpture in meantime, built with stone within standard forms.
The most iconic example in Sarajevo's architecture, also with the influence from the Orient was the 'doksat'. This architecture element was
not developed in the countries of Western Europe.  The element is presented in the second floor of the house, over hanging  in the streets.
Since the houses were isolated in the Mahalas, so were people. Houses were inner connected with the walls of courts. Meeting a living
person was a rare storey. Instead they were hidding after walls without windows in the ground floor, looking from the second floor downstairs,
from the doksat. (Grabrijan, Neidhardt, 1957)
'Yet one is actually conscious of the throbbing life, perring eyes, and whispered words behind the walls and on the second floor'.'10 Doksat is
the typical element of houses built in slopes, and together with the fountain, gate wall and the roof presents the most important elements of
houses in Sarajevo. The importance of doksat is not just in the urbanistic approach, but also in the value inside the house.
Differently from other buildings in Europe, the Oriental house is not oriented to the sun, but to the view. While ground floor enclosed with
court wall, the second floor opens to the world. This fact had an influence in all structure created in Mahala firstly, and in city of Sarajavo,
secondly.(Grabrijan, Neidhardt, 1957)
' The stratified pattern of the Mahala is effected by the structure of the houses themselves made up of layers of stone sockles, blind walls,
doksats and lattices of the second floor, and roofs...The houses pile one above the other with the result that their tenants view the town in the
valley as from the seats of the amphitheatre.' 11
8. D. Grabrijan, J.Neidhardt,; Arhitekture Bosnie i put u suvremeno, ( Ljubljana,1957), 75
9. D. Grabrijan, J.Neidhardt,; Arhitekture Bosnie i put u suvremeno, ( Ljubljana,1957), 151
10. D. Grabrijan, J.Neidhardt,; Arhitekture Bosnie i put u suvremeno, ( Ljubljana,1957), 180
11. D. Grabrijan, J.Neidhardt,; Arhitekture Bosnie i put u suvremeno, ( Ljubljana,1957), 152
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 Architecture in Sarajevo within Ottoman Empire
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1. Side view of Gazi Husrev Bey's
Hammam, 1537-1557, Sarajevo
2. Gazi Husrev Bay's Hammam, plan of
the attic, 1537-1557, Sarajevo
3. 'Çesma', The well
1. Clock tower, erected before 1649,
Sarajevo
1. Houses-kiosks on pilars, Sarajevo
2. Bey's Mosque - a cube, hemisphere,
cone and cylinder
1. Bridges and trees around Miliyatzka
2. The bridge and pile buildings of the old
Charshiya on Milyatska, Tanners
3. Urbanistic elemts: bridge, minaret,
water, group of houses, hill, mosques;
Sarajevo C
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 Architecture in Sarajevo within Ottoman Empire, examples
2.
1.
2.
2.
3.
1.
1.
3.
2.
1.
3.
1. Sofra, low round table, symbol of
interior design
2. Stove and tub, part of the 'musandar'
1. 'Halke' ( rings), decorative and
knockers
2. Typical portal of the Oriental house in
Sarajevo
3. A detail of the perforated window on
the Mosque of Pochitel
1. View of the Alifakovac
2. Family houses, Sarajevo
3. View of the collective dwelling houses
in Patke
1. The doksat-choshak as a symbol of
the individual family house, sarajevo
2. Mustaybeg Babichs' Mansion
3. Group of houses, oriental architecture,
Sarajevo
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 Architecture in Sarajevo within Ottoman Empire, examples
'Prizren-view from the castle'
'Stone bridge-Prizren'
PRIZREN, 'the city' and 'the mahalla'
OTTOMAN ERA, history
OTTOMAN ERA, architecture
Because of the strategic geographical position, Prizren was a large economic cultural center. As a fact, this appears since in ancient times,
when Prizren was called Theranda. Today facing the cultural heritage, a wonderful history and cultural achievement faces to us. 'By
commanding a good geographical and geo-political position, Prizren was always situated at the crossroads of great cultures and also ethnic
cultures, which lived next to each other, such as: Dardanian-Illyrian-Albanian, Roman, Byzantine, Serb, Turkish-Ottoman etc. In the town of
Prizren various official languages were spoken during the centuries'.12
During history, the city of Prizren went through from Byzantine period, ruled later by Bulgarians, becoming later the residence city for Catholic
Bishop and also Byzantine, Bulgar and Serb Bishops. Later, during the 14th century, Prizren was a large center of Ragusan Council.
Afterward Prizren was ruled by Serb King Vukashin, and immediately after his death by an Albanian Princes from the Balshaj and Kastriot
families.
'It is possible that Prizren fell a few times under the Ottomans, however it was in 1459, that the town finally came under the administration of
the Ottoman Empire and it prospered again'.13 The importance of this period is essential for the changes in historical and cultural structure of
the city. Since Prizren became the biggest town of the Ottoman administration in Kosovo, Prizren developed in all fields. But the most
important part, and the reason why in our thesis this is going to be emphasized, is the impact that the Ottoman era had in the architecture
development. During the Ottoman rule, Prizren was the cultural and intellectual centre of Kosovo, and thus investments in architecture
structures were essential. (http://www.inyourpocket.com/kosovo/prizren/, Prizren during Ottoman Empire)
Prizren is known as a unique city with spirit and well known developed architecture. Local culture in integrated and the city has rich material
and spiritual-cultural heritage.
Prizren is described as a charming Balkan city. 'A city draped along the banks of a shallow river and backed by towering green mountains, a
city linked to the coast and the interior by ancient trade routes, a city dotted with elegant old buildings constructed over many centuries...'.
((http://www.inyourpocket.com/kosovo/prizren/)
Alongside the castle, churches, mosques, mausoleums and other important buildings, the city's beauty comes into life also through the
urbanistic approach in its design, with narrow streets, river and very frequent bridges. Residential units are gathered in so called 'mahallas',
each circling around a mosque, a fountain and main shops.
The urban structure of Prizren under Ottoman Empire ( XV-XIX centuries) consisted of these main elements: The river Lumebardhi (Bistrica);
The city fortress; Residential neighbourhoods; Bazaars; Mosques and Tekkes; Public Buildings: Schools, Public baths, Post, Hospital, Prison;
Churches; Road network; Water supply channels; Bridges; Graveyards for Muslim and Christians. (Shukriu, 2001)
In the last decade of the XIV century, ottomans were already all over Ballkans. Due to new new life conditions, city structure went through
new developments, as long as existing architecture typology changed. It is mantioned in several sources that  Islam donators were the
investors of new monumental, sacral and profane architecture.
Today, the cultural heritage from this period shows that the buildings that were built during this period are of an high architectural value. It
should be noted that these buildings  were built for individual, monumental and utility needs, and each of them represents an icon of Islamic
architecture in the region.
The five hundred years ottoman rule is the period when mosques, mausoleums, Turkish baths 'hamam's', fountains, bridges, bazars and
typical individual buildings were built.
Even today, urban pattern and architectural characteristics of Prizren are defined mostly by the Ottoman impact in the culture and the urban
development of the city. 'The City of Prizren is characterized by minarets, turbe (mousoleums), fountains, the Turkish Bath, one or two
storey-low houses and winging Streets and churches'.14
12. CHwB,Conservation and Developlment Plan for the Historic Zone of Prizren, Kosovo (Kosovo Office, 2011), 17
13. CHwB,Conservation and Developlment Plan for the Historic Zone of Prizren, Kosovo (Kosovo Office, 2011), 19
14. CHwB,Conservation and Developlment Plan for the Historic Zone of Prizren, Kosovo (Kosovo Office, 2011), 35
(http://en.wikipedia.org/, Prizren)
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 2.3.3 Architecture in Prizren within Ottoman Empire
'Albanian League of Prizren Museum'
Mosques
Once the conversions to Islam started taking place mosques appeared in all cities of Kosovo, mostly in the city of Prizren, as the center of
Ottoman Empire in the region. The style used to build the mosques was the same used by the Ottomans in Istanbul. Characteristics of these
mosques are unity in interior spacing, cupola, 'hajat' and also minaret. ( Shukriu, 201)
Sinan Pasha Mosque
The central mosque in Prizren, and one of the most valuable ones in all Kosovo is Sinan Pasha Mosque. According to the documentations, it
was constructed between in either 1600 or 16008. The mosque was ordered by Sinan Pasha itself, the ottoman ruler of that time. The
mosque has a square shape, 14 m to 14 m. It has one large dome and another smaller half-dome that covers the mihrab. It is believed that
the stone used to built the mosque were taken from the 'Holy Ar  changels' Monastery, and in 1919 Serbian authorities started to demolish
the mosque in order to rebuilt the monastery. ( Shukriu, 2001)
The mosque overlooks the main streets of Prizren. ‘Lovers of Ottoman architecture admire it for its strength, compactness, gracefulness and
elegance, and know that the type of architecture represents a rarity in Islamic art'.15
Prizren has no less than 26 mosques. Besides 'Sinan Pasha Mosque', other important mosques are: 'Arasta Minaret', 'Emin Pasha's
Mosque', 'Gazi Mehmet Pasha's Mosque', 'Kerek Mosque', etc. ( Shukriu, 2001)
Ottoman Turkish Bathhouse
On the behalf of Gazi Mehmet Pasha, Sanjak Bay of Iskenderiye ( today city of Shkodra), in 1575 the ottoman authorities built the 'Gazi
Mehmet Pasha Hamam' in Prizren. The building design represents elements from Oriental architecture style. The functional part has its own
characteristics, since it is designed to accommodate both women and men at the same time, with individual entrances. ( Shukriu, 2001)
Bridges
Because of the specific city landscape, big number of rivers all over Kosovo, bridges were built in all cities. The most important bridge in
Kosovo is the one located in Prizren. The so called ' Stone Bridge', is a triple-arch bridge, being one of the first constructed with stones. It is
supposed that till that time only wood as material was used to build bridges. The importance of the bridge is the connection between
'Shadervan Squere' with the 'Gazi Mehmet Pasha Hamam' and several mosques in other side of the river. The bridge was built in XVI
century, right after the bridge of 'Suzi Çelebi's bridge'.  ( Shukriu, 2001)
Bazars
Beyond residential units gathered in so called 'mahalla's' Prizren had also an economic complex, where the goods were gathered and sold.
Open market places were built in XV-XVI centuries, with narrow streets and small shops. Shops stood one to another, in rows, while the
street inn between them were mostly covered, prepared to serve for all seasons of the year.  ( Shukriu, 2001)
Fountains
Since in the Orient culture water has a specific importance, therefore in Prizren the presence of it is everywhere. The water cult dates from
pagans, since the most valuable fountain, calls 'Topokli' was build before the Ottoman Empire conquest. During the ottoman era, fountains
where built in the streets, to serve for public, as long as inside the courtyards, for individual needs of families. Most of them were built in front
of mosques, in this case is to be mentioned the fountain in front of 'Sinan Pasha' mosque.  ( Shukriu, 2001)
Individual housing
Individual housing in Kosovo, depends on the area where the residential areas are located. They have different characteristics, impacted
mostly from orient and also traditional Balkans architecture. In Prizren we face mostly one to two storey houses. They are facing the street
with the courtyard at the back, or with the courtyard in the front. Usually the ground floor is made of stone and the upper level of clay. Ground
floor has more utilitarian function, with kitchen and additional rooms, while in the first floor is so called 'divanhane'-main area of the house,
with the windows facing the main street. Here the doksat is added, as a traditional element of oriental house.
The roof structure is usually low, with geometrical and floral ornament on it. Usually individual residential houses do not have a lot of
furniture. 'They usually contain built-in cupboards and shelves which are  made of wooden panelling'.'
The water and nature values were highly kept in consideration inside these houses in city of Prizren. Almost all houses had a big courtyard
with greenery and also individual fountain in the center of it. The VIP houses at the time had two courtyards divided for women and man,
called 'selamllek' and 'haremllek'.  ( Shukriu, 2001)
Most valuable  individual dwellings are: 'Grazhdo House', 'Kirajtani House', 'Bilurdagu House', 'Perolli House', Myftiu House', 'Bajmaku
House' etc.
15. Republic of Kosovo, http://www1.georgetown.edu, 14/07/2013
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1.View to 'Gazi Mehmet Pasha
Hama,Prizren
2.View to 'Gazi Mehmet Pasha
Hama,Prizren
3. Fountain of Bimbashi, 1964, Prizren
1. Clock tower, Prizren1. Minaret as dominant in urbanistic
composition, Prizren
2. 'Sinan Pasha Mosque', 1961 - Prizren
1. 'Stone bridge', 1937, Prizren
2. Five most important bridges, Prizren
3. Old bridge in 'Tabahana'
neighborhood, Prizren
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 Architecture in Prizren within Ottoman Empire, examples
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1. Wooden railings, Prizren
2.  Sofra, low round table, symbol of
interior design,Prizren
2. Stove and tub, part of the 'musandar',
Prizren
1. Wooden and iron window fances,
Prizren
2. 'Halke' ( rings), decorative and
knockers, Prizren
3. Typical portal of the Oriental house in
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1. Marash Quarter, Prizren
2. Family houses,1972, Prizren
3. Residential neghbourhood, Prizren
1. 'Gani Dukagjini's House', Prizren
2. 'Shuap Pasha's House', Prizren
3. Doksat in individual dwellings, Prizren
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 Architecture in Prizren within Ottoman Empire, examples
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Comparisons in architecture-Ottoman Empire, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo
3. Migration of religious architecture elements into public buildings
1. 'Ronchamp Cathedral', Le Corbusier
2. 'Ronchamp Cathedral', Le Corbusier
3. 'Sherefudin's White Mosque', Zlatko Ugljen
4. 'Sherefudin's White Mosque', Zlatko Ugljen
1. 2.
3. 4.
5.
6.
Islamic architecture has developed lately, migrating from the very typical elements.
In one of the texts about Euro-Islamic architecture, Christian Welzbacher formulated the following: 'A mosque is no more than a space
oriented toward Mecca. Everything else is a product of imagination. This minimalist theses could perhaps be broadened, and we could add
that Islam is not architectural-liturgical conditioning. Just the space for prayer has to  be oriented to Mecca and Kaaba, and this has to be
recognized in the prayers niche mihrab. The pulpit minbar situated on the right, a raised platform dikka, as well as an option for ritual
purification are necessary, but it is possible to form them freely'.16
Upper opinions where given analysing one of the most important modern mosques 'Sherefudin White Mosque' in Bosnia that was designed
by Zlatko Ugljen. 'Sherefudin's White Mosque masterfully assimilates modern influences, especially Le Corbusier's Ronchamp Cathedral,
and traditional Ottoman forms and elements'.17
Modern mosque is a very good example of the innovation in architecture, always depending in the originality in traditional architecture.
As general, mosques have very clear interior, depending mostly from Islamic Architecture in general, where contact with God is an open
connection. 'To enter, it was to forget the power , determination, wealth and technical mastery of Ottoman Empire. Lights were seeped
through multitude of tiny windows, and the interchanging of the weak light and dark was interprets as the insignificance of human'.18
Generally in not so lightened interior, mosques have a rounded light element, which is presented in very centre of the mosque, beyond the
main dome. This element is the gathering point of human figure. As a strong element it is also used in today's public building design, and in
this point similarity is mostly seen in National Library interior, in Copenhagen.
16. White Space of Light, Republic of Kosovo, http://www.oris.hr/casopis_opsirnije.php?ln=en&cas_ID=28&ID=315, 16/07/2013
17. 21- Historicism and Religious Architecture in the Late Twentieth Century, http://web.mit.edu/4.614/www/h21.html, 18/07/2013
18. White Space of Light, Republic of Kosovo, http://www.oris.hr/casopis_opsirnije.php?ln=en&cas_ID=28&ID=315, 16/07/2013
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5. Ljubljana Mosque, Ljubljana
6. National Library, Copenhagen
3.1 National and University Library in Kosovo
cube
dome
+
=
'Peja Patriarchate', Peja
'Gazi Mehmet Pasha Hamam', Prizren
 National and University Library, Kosovo
'When Mutnjakovic was commissioned to design a library for the ex-Yugoslavian province, the tension between Albanian and Serbian
Kosovars was already palpable. Looking for a unifying symbol, he came up with the cube and dome, common features of the Ottoman and
Byzantine architectural styles that define the appearance of the region. When they looked at the library, Kosovars would be able to recognize
the Turkish baths in Prizren and the Orthodox patriarchate in Peja(Pec)'.19
Even though the design of Croatian architect, Mutnjakovic, was discussed for a long time after the construction of the building, the
importance of it still remains in the 'authentic national architectural expression'. For Kosovars the building was a continuation of their familiar
religious buildings.
'The domes supply even, natural light to the reading rooms. The cube shape contributes to the compactness and the sense of protection,
which is further reinforced by the aluminium net of hexagons that is draped over the building'.20
The object of the National and University Library in Pristina, is among visible examples of how architectural elements presented through the
centuries in the history of architecture in religious objects, can migrate to public buildings. Academic Mutnjakovic in his project for the Library
premises, together two different concepts of the way of living and believing in Kosovo, turning them in cultural values. Combining elements of
two different religions, gave as a result a concept which opened many discussions. The project was assessed and also had negative
criticism. However this building is one of the concrete examples of how the former buildings of religion, which gathered a large extent of
people at a certain time, today corresponds with public buildings, objects which accommodate certain individuals at different periods the day.
19. National Library, Pristina,http://onupmagazine.com/2009/01/national-library/, 14/06/2013
20. National and Unversity Library, http://www.a10.eu/insider/a10_insider/library_kosovo.html, 19/06/2013
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 4.Libraries as designing task
4.1 Historical approach and today's situation
The first europian civic library
Reference libraries
Research Libraries
TYPES OF LIBRARIES
Academic Libraries
Public Libraries
National Libraries
Children Libraries
DEVELOPMENT OF LIBRARIES, types
DEVELOPMENT OF LIBRARIES, world context
LIBRARY, dictionary definition
'A library (from French "librairie"; Latin "liber" = book) is an organized collection of information resources made accessible to a defined
community for reference or borrowing. It provides physical or digital access to material, and may be a physical building or room, or a virtual
space, or both. A library's collection can include books, periodicals, newspapers, manuscripts, films, maps, prints, documents, microform,
CDs, cassettes, videotapes, DVDs, Blu-ray Discs, e-books, audiobooks, databases, and other formats.' A library is organized for use and
maintained by a public body, an institution, a corporation, or a private individual. Public and institutional collections and services may be
intended for use by people who choose not to - or cannot afford to - purchase an extensive collection themselves, who need material no
individual can reasonably be expected to have, or who require professional assistance with their research'.21
The first libraries in Europe dating from its configuration and the need for a brighter future. Somehow national and university libraries delay in
presentation, in parallel with the lifting of raising the awareness for the book in general, and the importance of it.
The first libraries were in fact only some archives, were few books were saved and treated in special security condition, since in that time
books were rare and very much valued. But originally these 'storages' appeared with the saving of the archives of the earliest forms of writing
discovered in Sumer, dating back to 2600 BC. 'These written archives mark the end of prehistory and the start of history'. 22.Evidences show
ald the presence of libraries in Nippur, 1900 BC and at Nineveh, about 700 BC.
Today's libraries are the followers of the libraries that appeared in the Classical Greece, in the 5th century BC, further more of the librariesin
of Mediterranean world. It is also important to be mentioned that the first library classification system was set during the Han Dynasty, an
imperial dynasty in China.
The period between XVI-XVII centuries was the most important period for the development of the libraries in the Europe. The importance of
the reading is going to several steps, including also more publishing of the books. While in this period of time more libraries are created, in
the XIX century the idea of public building is created, and gradually the idea that books cannot be used by everyone was vanished.
With the development of libraries, also the architecture connected to the design that would full fill needs of libraries developed. Although the
design that was practiced in library buildings, often was criticizes as the one used to only make an effort to erect a monumental building, to
full fill more architecture iconic needs than the library ones etc. In most of the cases the critics shot the lack of communication between
architects and libraries, in order to achieve the optimal design in library buildings, toward better functional situations.
National libraries-National libraries serve as a deposit of a copy of each publication within the nation. First national libraries had their origin in
the royal collections of the sovereign or other state structures. The difference from the public library is that in national library the readers are
rarely allowed to borrow books.  The reason is that many national libraries include valuable and significant works. ( http://en.wikipedia.org/,
Library)
Public libraries-Public libraries are usually meant for fulfilling public needs, by borrowing books and also offering different activities for all of
community. The structure of the public buildings has changed during centuries, according to their development. Since the number of books
just increased, public buildings are strongly organised in storage part of buildings as long as other areas for reading and additional activities.
( http://en.wikipedia.org/, Library)
Research libraries-Research libraries are the ones that contain materials more oriented to one subject , including primary and secondary
sources. Usually research libraries are academic ones or part of the national libraries. Research libraries can also be part of the public
buildings, for a specific field. Some of the research libraries in the World, are at the same time the university libraries. (
http://en.wikipedia.org/, Library)
Reference libraries-Reference libraries are specific in functionality since they don't borrow books at all. The readers must use the items while
reading at the library areas. The reason for this is that usually the examples are unique and also with historical values. Reference libraries
are also part of other libraries, organized as a divided sector, where readers can sit and use the material, for example dictionaries or other
sources which are common reference books. ( http://en.wikipedia.org/, Library)
Academic libraries -Academic libraries are placed in colleges and universities. The purpose is to offer resources and research support to
students that are already in post-secondary institutions. They usually offer workshops, offering students help in citations, effective search
techniques and also electronic and software usage information's. ( http://en.wikipedia.org/, Library)
Children libraries-Children libraries are usually part of the public libraries, divided as a separate rooms. Their aim is to cultivate the love for
reading at young generations.  They are also strongly connected to free artistic activities. ( http://en.wikipedia.org/, Library)
4.1.1History of libraries in the World
21. Definition of Library,http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Library, 22/05/2013
22. Library,http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Library, 22/05/2013
21.
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4.1.2 History of libraries in Kosovo, Prizren
The second period ( XIX-XX ) Religious libraries - These were the first libraries. They were organized as a separate space or as an integral part of various religiousinstitutions. These libraries are mainly preserved. The main libraries of this type are the library of the Emin Pasha Mosque, Suzi Celebi
Mosque, Library of the Orthodox Monastery of Dećan, library of the Sinan Pasha Mosque, Library of Bogoslovija (Orthodox Seminary in
Prizren), Mehmed Pasha Library, Library of the Peć Patriarchade. (Sadikaj-Kukaj, 2011)
The Gazi Mehmed Pasha Library should be highlighted since it is a part of wider complex which included a Library, a Mosque, a Madrasa, a
Household and a noble guest house. Some of the manuscripts in this library are rare examples of Arabic calligraphy, including a copy of the
Koran written in 1312, the oldest manuscript in Kosovo. (Sadikaj-Kukaj, 2011)
The library of Bogoslovija (the orthodox seminary) in Prizren should also be highlighted since it has around 8000 titles and 13000 copies,
mainly of religious character. The book fund of this library is continuously updated. (Sadikaj-Kukaj, 2011)
Private libraries were a frequent occurrence among noble and wealthy families. However there is no accurate data on them. (Sadikaj-Kukaj,
2011)
LIBRARY TIPES, kosovo
The third period or the current period ( XXI )
The early beginning-first period ( XIV, XV)
PERIODS OF DEVELOPMENT OF LIBRARIES IN KOSOVO
There are no exact written data on when the first libraries appeared in Kosovo. The general belief is that the libraries existed within
Monasteries, religious schools and households of wealthy aristocrats and noble families during different historical periods.
After the ottoman invasion, new buildings build with the new ottoman style appeared throughout. The XV and XVI century is the period when
some of the monumental works; mosques, hamams, madrasas, city clock towers, were built. At this time separate space for libraries was
included in many of the designs. (Sadikaj-Kukaj, 2011)
It is believed that in this period the first separate library was built in Kosovo, the library of Mehmed Pasha. There are some data which
highlight the library of Mehmed Pasha, in 1498, as the first library in Kosovo built at the time when the Suzi Celebi Madrasa was built. Other
documents highlight the library of Suzi Celebi, dating 1513, as the first legalized library in Kosovo. 'According to these documents the well
known citizen of Prizren, Suzi Celebi, poet, historian, traveller, trader, built a mosque, a meytep (religious school), a fountain and a library in
Prizren. He also donated books for this library. This library should be seen as one of the oldest not just in Kosovo and Albania but also in the
nearby region.'  Books in this library were mainly of religious character and were written in Arabic and Persian. '
HISTORY OF LIBRARIES, kosovo
22. Sadikaj-Kukaj, Zhvillimi i Biblotekave ne Kosove nga viti 1944-deri sot, (Prizren 2011), 22
23.
The library of Suzi Celebi
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According to the statistics, even though Prizren has higher potential readers than Prishtina as
capital city, Prizren has only 4 library branches in all Municipality. The results taken from this
research, shows the urgent need of the library building in the city of Prizren.
Libraries in Kosovo, statistics- (Sadikaj-Kukaj, 2011)
Based on the date published in the study “Development of libraries in Kosovo since 1944” of the author Mr.Sci Sehadete Sadikaj-Kukaj,
today in Kosovo we have these types of libraries: National and University Library of Kosovo, InterMunicipal Libraries, Municipal libraries,
Special libraries, Religious libraries, School libraries, Private libraries and Mobile Libraries. This study has catalogued the libraries in three
grups:
-Those predating 1944
-Libraries built in the period 1944-1999
-Libraries built since 1999
EXISTING LIBRARIES, kosovo
  History of libraries in Kosovo, Prizren
Due to the fact that through the centuries, the city of Prizren was a cultural and political center, as said above, the first library in Kosovo, the
library of Suzi Celebi, was built here. After the second world war, the first post war library also appeared here, since Prizren was initially the
provincial capital of Kosovo, and thus paved the path for the creation of the National and University Library of Kosovo, which due to political
reasons was moved to Pristina. Today, the main library in Prizren is the InterMunicipal Library of Prizren. This institution has changed
locations many times in the past and today functions in the Palace of Culture, alongside a number of other institutions of culture.
Unfortunately it has no building of its own and therefore no sufficient space for all of its activities.
In the study "State of Libraries in the Prizren Region", written by Mr.Sci Sahadete Sadikaj-Kukaj, the activity in this libary takes place in these
sectors:
-sector of preservation and cataloguing,
-sector for research and development, which among other keeps the network with other libraries,
-sector for children, where many follow up activities take place, including meetings with writers,
-sector for adults, where among other exhibitions are also organized,
-sector for reading, including the sector for periodical publications,
-sector for internet,
-sector for local publications, which includes all the publications made in Prizren or published by natives of Prizren,
the American sector  and the bus-library
Taking into account all these sectors and activities, a new special building, with enough space, is more than needed.
EXISTING LIBRARIES, prizren
25.
  History of libraries in Kosovo, Prizren
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Activities organized in library, Prizren
4.2 Future of the libraries
http://sensingarchitecture.com/7031/the-importance-of-library-today-and-into-tomorrow/
'I think that in order to create good library architecture, to preserve the importance of library for the future, it will be essential to tackle three
elements very well — they are communication, interaction and inspiration. With each, the library building should foster interactions between
not only the librarian and their patrons, but also directly between the information and the people that use it. Additionally, the architecture has
the power to engage library occupants anew, where not only reading and working take place, but also where teaching abounds, as the
virtual and physical fuse to peak curiosity and spark insight.'
Maria Lorena Lehman
Seth Godin
http://sethgodin.typepad.com/seths_blog/2011/05/the-future-of-the-library.html
'The library is no longer a warehouse for dead books. The next library is a place, still. A place where people come together to do co-working
and coordinate and invent projects worth working on together. We need librarians more than we ever did. What we don't need are mere
clerks who guard dead paper'.
L I B R A R Y + ARTCENTRE
CULTURAL
CENTRE
KNOWLEDGE
CENTRE
MEDIATHEQUE
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Libraries, Islamic World
Libraries, competitions
Libraries, between old and new
Libraries, lately
Libraries, back in time
LIBRARIES, EXAMPLES OF GOOD ARCHITECTURE DESIGN Libraries after 18th century were going through several changes. The need for new concept in librarie design was essential. This came
because of the new social function of the libraries. Libraries from just storages became to public institutions and also resource of the
information for people. The future of libraries was influenced by the architection solutions. The functional aspect of libraries from now one,
changed every century in architectural field.
Today libraries are places for studying, getting informations, learning, obresving informations from library collections, exchanging ideas,
reading, talking and also spending some period of day among books and wisdom of knowledge. Good exapmples of today libraries are
houses of culture and also wisdom. They are usualy places that offer peace, but in meantime places where interior is reach enough with book
and non book material, where different people form different ages could feel comfortable in their "hours of usage".
What influenced mostly the new approach toward todays library design is also the revolution of technology and also the social aspect of
potential reades. Libraries today are more freely organized, setisfieng the needs of todays life style and new approach in learning, studying
and research methods.
In the next pages several good examples of architecture design are presented. Starting from the early examples of libraries, and going slowly
to one of the most known libraries in the World, based also in functional and architectural design. Since in the design project there is a mix
proposal of new and old structure, we have presented also some examples of extentions of the old libraries. Competitions and the trend in
architectural design of libraries in ower days is presented by two examples, together with a short list of libraries in Islamic World.
BEINECKE RARE BOOK AND MANUSCRIPT LIBRARY, 1963
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
TOTAL FLOOR AREA : 125 262/ m2
- providing lighting in the interior for people to study
- limiting the amount of light that affects the stored volumes
- beautiful choice of classic materials; neo-Classical and neo-Gothic
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
4.3.1 Libraries, back in time
28.
EXETER LIBRARY, 1965-1972
EXETER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
LOUIS KAHN
TOTAL FLOOR AREA : 12 321/ m2
- visitors can understand the plan of the building upon their entrance
- natural light from a clerestory at the top
- the wood contrasted the stone by giving the spaces a sense of warmth
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
4.3.1 Libraries, back in time
29.
- integrated in the site, almast invisible from the entrance
- interior expands horizontally and vertically
- building is loosely organized in an asymmetrical shape
MOUNT ANGEL ABBEY LIBRARY, 1970
OREGON, USA
ALVAR AALTO
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
4.3.1 Libraries, back in time
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- each plan is a free form
- complete visibility and transparency to the surrounding
- tubes as principle means of support and bracing
SENDAI MEDIATHEQUE, 1995-2001
SENDAI-SHI, JAPAN
TOYO ITO
TOTAL FLOOR AREA : 21 682,15 m2
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
    4.3.2 Libraries, lately
31.
- structural system of a series of domes and arches
- the slope of the ground floor follows the land
- a focal centre where a new sense of creativity begins to spread
TEMA ART UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, 2007
TOKYO, JAPAN
TOYO ITO & ASSOCIATES
TOTAL FLOOR AREA : 5 500 / m2
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
    4.3.2 Libraries, lately
32.
- a monolith of concrete, decorated with letters
- basement is a long warehouse with metal shelves
- a large window at the entrance allows complete visualization
CURNO PUBLIC LIBRARY AND AUDITORIUM,  2009
COMPETITION ENTRY
CURNO, ITALY
ARCHEA  ASSOCIATI
TOTAL FLOOR AREA : 1 960 / m2
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
    4.3.2 Libraries, lately
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- a monolith
- facades, clad in a repetitive fabric : red sandstone
- focused attention into the books while calming into the space
KATOWICE SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION CENTRE AND
ACADEMIC LIBRARY, 2009
KATOWICE, POLAND
HS99
TOTAL FLOOR AREA : 10 562/ m2
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
4.3.2 Libraries, lately
34.
- a large 'living room' in a library
- new structure added to the existing library
- modern, open and fluid library space
GROSUPLJE PUBLIC LIBRARY, 2007
GROSUPLJE, SLOVENIA
ABIRO
TOTAL FLOOR AREA : 1 820 / m2
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
   4.3.3 Libraries, between old and new
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- 'palazzo' formed around a court
- the new volume is only connected through the basement
- facade 'diaphragm'-characterized by the free rotation of the books
NEMBRO PUBLIC LIBRARY AND AUDITORIUM, 2005-2007
NEMBRO, ITALY
ARCHEA ASSOCIATI
TOTAL FLOOR AREA : 1 875/ m2
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
     4.3.3 Libraries, between old and new
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- the plot geometry, the orientation, the church
- red volume - floating over transparent floor
- dynamics in the space; harmonization with area
LIBRARY IN KRŠKO, 2007
KRŠKO, SLOVENIA
RAVNIKAR POTOKAR
TOTAL FLOOR AREA : 3 100 / m2
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
   4.3.4 Libraries, competitions
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- comparable to the symbolic power of Plečnik Library
- application of Cardo and Decumanus into ground floor
- visibility from diagonal view and throughout the entirety of the hall
NATIONAL AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARY II, 2012
COMPETITION ENTRY, 1ST PRIZE
LJUBLJANA, SLOVENIA
BEVK PEROVIČ ARHITEKTI
TOTAL FLOOR AREA : 20 108,15 m2
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
   4.3.4 Libraries, competitions
38.
THE CENTRAL LIBRARY, EGYPT
GIZA, EGYPT
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF IRAN
TEHRAN, IRAN
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF KYRGYZSTAN
CHUSKAYA OBLAST, KYRGYZSTAN
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
   4.3.5 Libraries, Islamic World
39.
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF TURKEY
ANKARA, TURKEY
BILKENT UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
ANKARA, TURKEY
ABU DHABI NATIONAL LIBRARY
ABU DHABI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
4.3 Libraries, examples of good architecture design
     4.3.5 Libraries, Islamic World
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5. Libraries, analyses from built examples
Public Library, Nova Gorica
In the designing process of the Public Library in Nova Gorica, as an important impacts was the designing target named after urban and
public areas of the new city, Nova Gorica.  The library opened up in the green area of the park, while the main architectural structure belongs
to the relation that the library was planned to have with the representative hall.
The entrance hall leads to the central stairs to the second floor, leaving behind the area dedicated to children. The information corners and
communication points between the reader and the librarian are good organized throughout all library. Ground floor 'makes you walk' kindly to
from books and non-books materials to the intimate courtyards in the back of the library, where 'pages' are opened in green area. In the
second floor the tones of the materials bring us up to seriosity, leading to quite areas as long as seperated rooms, the ones from special
collections, audio and video room. Also the library provides individual cells for the individual usage. The sectors of library are clearly devided
and also in collaboration with each other. The deylight is one of the most valuable parts of the designing approach of this library.
The only concern, according to today's library challenges, are the lack of common rooms, areas where group of student might find the
possibility for group work and collaboration. (Nova knjiznica v Novi Gorici, 2000)
UNVERSITY LIBRARY MARIBOR, slovenia
The six storey building is designed in the line of few major investments that were done in for Pecs as Euroepan Capital of Culture 2010. The
rich histrory the city of Pecs posesses has been taken in consideration by architects, who used the free plot to develop a specific example of
the library building, especially of the new trends that are bought in this area.
'In the building a “beehive” represents the ideological centre and refers to permanence. This is a place of abstract thinking: a metaphor for
the freedom of knowledge and also, in reverse, for the knowledge of freedom. I see beauty in the idea that my response for a knowledge
centre is a building where the focus is not on concrete, permanently changing knowledge but on the possibility of thinking: in-other-words, an
empty space which can be filled with the thoughts of the people in it.'
Library provides indoor and outdoor facilities, offering in this way the possibility for users to enjoy the areas in the ground floor and also in the
terrace, from where the children area has access. Parking facilites are also part of the building design. The entrance hall leads to a wardrobe
from where is organized the access to the library areas in the upper floors. The reading room reaches a three storey height, providing
enough daylight and offering a very good learning atmosphere. Part of this room are also collections from rare books, organized in closed
cells. Since the library is also used from different fields of studies, in each floor in the reading area are organized also group cells for 2-4
students. While around the 'behave', students can sit in a circle and find they're inner peace facing the white curved wall.
The fact that children area is designed in the last floor is the most concerned part of the design. Noise that these group is bringing every day
in the reading areas in lower floors and also the transport of the children to the top floor were not deeply analysed in advance.
REGIONAL LIBRARY AND KNOWLEDGE CENTRE PECS, hungary
Regional Library, Pecs
Review of various references had a special impact on subsequent design stage of of the project for Library Regionale in Prizren. But the
fundamental importance have payed visits to three different libraries. Experiencing the space, research of the function of libraries in reality,
including reviewing the utilitarian spaces around these types of facilities, have deeply made me understand not only their function but also to
distinguish positive and negative sides involved in the design process.
Passing through different types of libraries in different architecture culture, belonging to different periods of construction, starting from the
University Library in Maribor continuing with the Public Library in Nova Gorica and traveling finally to the latest library in region, Regional
Library in Pecs, I have deeply understood that the challengies that libraries are having in continuation. Facing design pieces of valuable
architects have pushed me to a different direction of thinking!
University Library, Maribor
FRANCE BEVK PUBLIC LIBRARY NOVA GORICA, slovenia
The University Library of Maribor was established in 1903 and was developes from the Library of the Histrorical Society for the Slocene
Styria. Since the library was co-founder of the University of Maribor, in the 1957 started carrieing the name of the University of Marivbor,
while in 1988 gained the new building as an extansion of the building of the Recorate of the University of Maribor.
Since the needs of the readers and users of library has passed through different transformation, in the existing building, since the time of the
enuguration, different changes have been done. Today the library provides enormeous number of books and electronic informative sources,
more than 300 reading places as long as computer room, group room, special singe-study room and also newspaper reading room.
According to the functionality, the singe study rooms planed in enourmeous number, today are questionable in the usage, since the way of
studying has also developed and group student work is more evident lately. (Universitetna Knjiznica Maribor, 2003)
23. Colour, http://www.hastaladesign.com/tag/colour/, 13/08/2013
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5.1 University Library in Maribor, Slovenia
river
theater
squarelibrary university
faculty
Visited on  July 2nd, 2013
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY MARIBOR, first floor
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY MARIBOR, location
exterior, street view
main comunications, lobby
subscription, loan desk
events, common area
magazine collection
study areas, seats
magazine collection
entrance area, photocopy
computer, seating area
meeting room, staff
informative, loan desk
study room
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University Library in Maribor, functional scheme
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Visited on  July 1st, 2013
square
FRANCE BEVK PUBLIC LIBRARY NOVA GORICA, fourth floor
FRANCE BEVK PUBLIC LIBRARY NOVA GORICA, location
theater
park
town hall
5.2  Public Library in Nova Gorica, Slovenia
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Public Library in Nova Gorica, functional scheme
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REGIONAL LIBRARY AND KNOWLEDGE CENTRE PECS, forth floor
REGIONAL LIBRARY AND KNOWLEDGE CENTRE PECS,, location
faculty
5.3 Regional Library and Knowledge Canter in Pecs, Hungary
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Regional Library and Knowledge Canter in Pecs, functional scheme
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PROCESSED BOOKS-ready for users
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PART B - Analysis and phases in the design process
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1. Location, 2. Suzi Celebi Bridge, 3. Church of Our Lady of Ljevis, 4. Cathedral of Our Lady of Perperual Soccour, 5. Episcopal Church of St George, 6. Shadervan, the main square, 7. Sinan Pasha Mosque, 8. Gazi Mehmet Pasha Hammam, 9. Albanian League of Prizren Museum, 10. Prizren Fortress.
2 3 4 5 7 86 9 101
6.  Location analyses and designing process
6.1 Macro location and micro location analyses
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Analyses, macro location
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Analyses, macro location
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river branch
existing library
historical city centre
university, high schools
location
A
B
C
D
protected existing building
location
demolished buildings
Analyses, micro location
52.
primary roads
secondary roads
local roads
residential streets
meeting points
private green areas
cultural-religious buildings
public green areas
built structure
street line trees
location
treated area
Analyses, micro location
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location
dinamic - traffic
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Analyses, micro location
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55.
Prizren in 1:5000, 1:2000; Location 1:500
6.2 'Ruzhdije High' schools as part of future library
Prizren catastral's map, 1957
'Ruzhdie High School', //
'Ruzhdie High School', 2013
- Since the buildng was declared as cultural monument in 1988, the existing structure of what is left from the original building should be
reconstructed, restored or conserved.
- The gabarith of the existing building should not be touched or modified. The dimensions are 25 x 13,5m.
-The destination of the building program, according to the international regulations for restoration, can be changed in the future, in this case
can be used as part of the Regional Library.
- The new structure of the Regional Library should not close the view of the 'Ruzhdije High School' and should not compete the old structure.
- Preferably the distance of the new structure is 10 meters ahead from the old one.
- It is not allowed to built in the North and East side of the building.
The specified location for the future Regional Library in Prizren presents a complex problematic due to the bad conditions of the 'Ruzhdije
High School', an old school from XVIII century. The existing structure of this old valuable building is severely damaged.
Special importance of the specified location is also the relation with few different architecture heritage pieces: the 'Suzi Çelebi' mosque, the
'Suzi Çelebi' bridge and the 'Suzi Çelebi' library. The last one is also the first known library in the region of Kosovo.
Institute for Protection of Monuments in Prizren has declared the 'Ruzhdie High School' building as a cultural monument, in 30.12.1988.
Because of the bad condition of the building, the proposal from this Institution is the restoration or the conversation of the building, with the
possible connection with the future new structure of the Regional Library in Prizren.
Aside of this building, also the Suzi Çelebi's mosque, bridge and library are to be evaluated in designing process, because of the historical
values that these architectural pieces present.
'RUZHDIJE HIGH SCHOOL', history
The Ruzhdije School was opened as Secondary School in 1874, in a place near Suzi mosque in Prizren. The education at the school of
Ruzhdije continued for four years and beside religious subjects other subjects were also lectured like: eastern languages, history, geography,
arithmetic, geometry and other courses. In 1893 the school had two teachers with 119 students; in 1894 school has three teachers with 152
students and in 1896 four teachers with 84 students. This kind of teaching continued until 1912, when it was stopped because of the Balkan
wars and then First World War.
The building of Ruzhdije is located on the opposite side of the Tabakhane (tannery) district and near to the Suzi district, which are very
important in historical and cultural aspects.
After the Second World War, at the building of Ruzhdije the school faculty turns in to the hospital building. After this several building were
built in addition and a complex of hospital was created. In 1979 when catastrophic flood happened, the building was abandoned and later
used as storage and workshop. On 13th January 1992 building was burned to the ground and was exposed to bad weather conditions so
that gradually building is in decay and sadly is in very bad conditions. The existing condition of the building is very bad, the two-storey
building is damaged and most of the parts are destroyed.
The building has two stories with a rectangular plan 13,32 x 22,18 meters and covered with the four slope roof. The entrance facade is
symmetrical from entrance door. After the entrance, the stairs for the upstairs are located and both sides are rooms. In totally there are four
rooms at the ground floor and four at the first floor.
INSTITUTE FOR THE PROTECTION OF MONUMENTS-PRIZREN, recomandations
'SUZI  ÇELEBI '  BRIDGE
'SUZI ÇELEBI '  MOSQUE
'RUZHDIJE HIGH SCHOOL'
'SUZI ÇELEBI '  LIBRARY
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1:100
1:100
1:100
 'Ruzhdije High' schools as part of future library
57.
east facade 1:100
north facade 1:100
 'Ruzhdije High' schools as part of future library
58.
peter zumthorshigeru bantoyo ito rem koolhaasdavid chipperfield
6.3 Architects' interpretations in the designing task
59.
The design process for the object of the city library, together with the artisanal center, is a complex process covering many dimensions. After building the model of old stucture, a
special focus was given to the collaboration of this part of future building with the new structure. Wanting to achieve higher results we started with the interpretation of five different
architecs: David Chipperfield, Toyo Ito, Rem Koolhaas, Shigeru Ban and Peter Zumthor, trying to see the world through their creative perspective and to use typical elements of
their architecture.
peter zumthor
david chipperfield
 Architects' interpretations in the designing task
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site plan 1:1000
toyo ito
Architects' interpretations in the designing task
61.
site plan 1:1000
rem koolhaas
Architects' interpretations in the designing task
62.
site plan 1:1000
shigeru ban
Architects' interpretations in the designing task
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site plan 1:1000
peter zumthor
Architects' interpretations in the designing task
64.
site plan 1:1000
6.4 Concepts proposed as a design solution
1 2
4
3
7
5 6
8 9
65.
Since these five architects cultivate different styles, previously proposed solutions were also differed. Five proposals served as a roadmap for the following nine proposals, which were totally of a strictly personal
perspective.These nine concepts were assessed with the aim that, by trying various different forms, to generate the vision on which could be the ideal object for the specified location.
Ground floor
Basement
First floor
TOTAL AREA
app. 1200 m2
app. 960 m2
app. 1030 m2
300 m2
300 m2
app. 3790 m2
Concepts proposed as a design solution
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site plan 1:1000
TOTAL AREA
First floor app. 930 m2
300 m2
Basement
Ground floor app. 930 m2
app. 1200 m2
300 m2
app. 4310 m2
Second floor app. 650 m2
Concepts proposed as a design solution
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site plan 1:1000
TOTAL AREA
First floor app. 800 m2
300 m2
Basement
Ground floor app. 1000 m2
app. 1200 m2
300 m2
app. 4250 m2
Second floor app. 650 m2
Concepts proposed as a design solution
68.
site plan 1:1000
TOTAL AREA
First floor app. 1350 m2
300 m2
Basement
Ground floor app. 1155 m2
app. 1200 m2
300 m2
app. 4305 m2
Concepts proposed as a design solution
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site plan 1:1000
TOTAL AREA
First floor app. 750 m2
300 m2
Basement
Ground floor app. 860 m2
app. 1200 m2
300 m2
app. 3850 m2
Second floor app. 450 m2
Concepts proposed as a design solution
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site plan 1:1000
TOTAL AREA
First floor app. 1170 m2
300 m2
Basement
Ground floor app. 1170 m2
app. 1200 m2
300 m2
app. 4540 m2
Second floor app. 400 m2
Concepts proposed as a design solution
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site plan 1:1000
TOTAL AREA
First floor app. 450 m2
300 m2
Basement
Ground floor app. 350 m2
app. 1200 m2
300 m2
app. 3500 m2
Second floor app. 450 m2
Third floor app. 450 m2
Concepts proposed as a design solution
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site plan 1:1000
TOTAL AREA
First floor app. 1280 m2
300 m2
Basement
Ground floor app. 1280 m2
app. 1200 m2
300 m2
app. 3760 m2
Concepts proposed as a design solution
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site plan 1:1000
TOTAL AREA
First floor app. 1200 m2
300 m2
Basement
Ground floor app. 1100 m2
app. 1200 m2
300 m2
app. 4100 m2
Concepts proposed as a design solution
74.
site plan 1:1000
Designing process
6.5 Optimal proposals
75.
1 2
3 4
76.
6.5 Optimal proposals
From different analyses in these first nine concepts, we chose four proposals which were further analyzed at a later phase. In this part of the designing process we tried to analyse which proposals seperately based in
the functional scheme, entrances, potential square meters. All the four proposals were analyzed on functionality and spatial perspective/use of space. Like this, while comparing all four, analyzing advantages and
disadvantages of each project,and in this way we decided for the final concept.
Proposal  Nr.1-3D section
77.
site plan 1:1000
constructive floors
constructive roofs
communications, stairs
handicraft units
administration
department of adults
department of children
auditorium
department of haritage
storage
Proposal  Nr.1-functional scheme
300 m2
Basement app. 1680 m2
Ground floor app. 1290 m2
Second floor
app. 4790 m2
300 m2
app. 530 m2
TOTAL AREA
First floor app. 960 m2
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Proposal  Nr.1-conceptual floor plans
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Proposal  Nr.2-3D section
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site plan 1:1000
TOTAL AREA
First floor app. 1330 m2
300 m2
Basement
Ground floor app.1040 m2
app. 1260 m2
300 m2
app. 4830 m2
Second floor app. 600 m2
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department of adults
department of children
auditorium
department of haritage
storage
Proposal  Nr.2-functional scheme
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Proposal  Nr.2-conceptual floor plans
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Proposal  Nr.3-3D section
83.
site plan 1:1000
app. 700 m2
First floor app. 700 m2
300 m2
Basement
Ground floor app. 600 m2
app. 1330 m2
300 m2
Second floor
TOTAL AREA app. 4630 m2
Third floor app. 700 m2
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RELATION WITH
OLD STRUCTURE
FUNCTIONAL
 SOLUTION
RELATION WITH
SURROUNDING
DESIGN
SOLUTION
ACCESS SQUARE
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6.6 Optimal proposals-evaluation
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Proposal  Nr.2
Proposal  Nr.3
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7. Description of the project
7.1 Concept
The design process for the object of the city library, together with the handicraft center, is a complex process covering many dimensions. A
special focus was given to the historical analysis presented in  the first part of the thesis. Later on, while getting acquainted with the wide
area, surrounding the specified location, first ideas started flowing in. Wanting to achieve higher results we started with the interpretation of
five different architecs: David Chipperfield, Toyo Ito, Rem Koolhaas, Shigeru Ban and Peter Zumthor. While trying to see the world through
their creative perspective, while trying to use typical elements of their architecture, we have tried to give proposals for the project at hand.
Since these five architects cultivate different styles, the proposed solutions were also differed. Starting from the vertical columns of
Chipperfield, applied arch's of Ito, glass structures of Koolhas, paper columns of Ban and ending with the dark monoliths of Zumthor, five
different proposals were given. These five proposals served as a roadmap for the following nine proposals, which were totally of a strictly
personal perspective.
These nine concepts were assessed with the aim that, by trying various different forms, to generate the vision on which could be the ideal
object for the specified location. E.g. from the idea to use monolith objects which would be connected with the old structure, we moved to the
idea that these monolith objects should be an extension of the old structure. In other concepts we tried to apply interior gardens or arches in
the facade. In some cases, the new object was connected with the old one through a bridge and in some through the basement. Depending
on the form of the objects, which were presented, all the possibilities for primary and secondary entry/exit points were analyzed. Also we
analyzed all the possibilities to gain more useable space.
From these detailed analysis, we chose four proposals which were further analyzed at a later phase. All the four proposals were analyzed on
functionality and spatial perspective/use of space. Like this, while comparing all four, analyzing advantages and disadvantages of each
project, we decided for the final concept.
The design concept for the project of the city library and the handicraft center in Prizren, was generated through the data taken from
thorough architectonic analysis in the city of Prizren, region and also the influence of the Islamic architecture during the ottoman era.
Since the specified location for the future object is in a very bad shape, we have tried to find the best solution for the situation at hand, by
finding the best concept for the library and at the same time not to neglect the old structure in place.
Unfortunately, the city urban plan was not respected and as a result the buildings in the area are of different heights creating the impression
of a bad urban euphoria. Also it should be noted that the condition of houses situated behind the specified location is also very bad. Facades
are not cherished and this creates an unpleasant sight.
In reality, considering the presence of some of the old structures in the vicinity, this part of the town should be under some special care.
Unfortunately this is not the case.
All of these elements were taken into account while deciding on the final design concept.
Initially we have tried to maximally respect the existing object of the former high school. Therefore, three facades of the initial building were
included, while the southern facade, which is not seen from the main street, was seen as an opportunity to be attached to the new library
building. Like this the "Ruzhdije" high school object would become an integral part of the future city library. The new structure maximally
respects the old structure.
Initially we have tried to maximally respect the existing object of the former high school. Therefore, three facades of the initial building were
included, while the southern facade, which is not seen from the main street, was seen as an opportunity to be attached to the new library
building. Like this the "Ruzdhije" high school object would become an integral part of the future city library. The new structure maximally
respects the old structure.
Also the elevation of the object, gradually up to  the highest point in the facade facing the main street, started from point zero at the end of
the old object. The old object keeps the most important position in the future library complex, since close to it there is a green area, a
symbolic amphitheatre, with steps leading to the new object, but, which at the same time, face the old object. This was done in order to
enable readers to sit and read while, at the same time, enjoy the view of the old object with high architectonic values.
The concept of the new structure is decided based on two main goals. The first being, as said above, to give maximal priority to the old
structure and the second to block the architectonic chaos, which exists in the space behind the location. The highest point of the facade
corresponds with the height of the neighboring object, trying to create the impression of a linear line of different building heights present in
the surrounding of the specified location.
considering
'OLD STRUCTURE'
designing
'NEW STRUCTURE'
1. 'DOKSAT'
- as an architectural element
2. 'SURROUNDING WALL'
- as an architectural element
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7.2 Program and function
Since libraries are of a significant public importance we have given the outmost focus on the functionality aspect. In this regard,  very detailed
analysis were made on different programs used in different libraries, which have been presented as objects of reference. Concretely, the
project for the city library in Prizren is based on the program of the Public library in the city of Krśko, Slovenia, which has the same number of
inhabitants as Prizren. The assumption here is that the needs in both cities are more or less the same.
This program is included both in the old and in the new structure. From the main entrance, which is located in the new structure, the largest
part of the library progam is situated. Ground floor has various content, starting from the entry lobby, exchange of books, continuing with the
childrens department and the study room. While in the old structure, the ground floor is dedicated for the library administration. In both units
there is an access point for the upper floor and for the basement. In the first floor of the new structure, the adults department is located, while
in the old structure is the department for rare books and cultural heritage. In the new structure, the second floor has the space for study with
access to the terrace.
In the ground floor, from the side of the main street, the study room is located, which can be accessed both from the object and from the
main street. This is due to the intention to have this room accessible both during the day and during the night, at the time when library is not
working.
The reading rooms, located in the first floor, have an interior decorated with warm materials, creating a home like atmosphere. These rooms
view the antic Suzi Celebi mosque and the river, another pleasant view which can stimulate readers.
Alongside the entire length of the object, the basement is spread where space is organized as follows: the big lecture room, the small lecture
room, space for artisanal training, space for exhibitions and other activities and the storage room, large enough to deposit all the books.
Basement is accessed directly from the street, which makes transport issues much easier.
The library object is closely connected with the surrounding space. The first access point is the amphitheatre steps viewing the river. Then,
directly from the main entrance, the terrace is seen on the opposite side of the object, divided in the childrens and adults section, including
green and water areas.Another terrace is located on the top floor of the new structure, again aiming to create contact with the outside space
for readers that feel the need to do it.
In total, the library object, both the new and the old structure, had 5000 m2. Detailed description of all units is highlighted in the spreadsheet
with explanations for each unit.
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+ HANDICRAFT
CENTRE
Description of the project
In the program of future library, following trends of lately designed libraries, was added alse a mixed use of different fiels. In this way design
project includes, as a supplement to the library, the handicraft center, as a local cultural value, something which needs to be cherished and
protected in the future as well. Prizren is known mostly for filigrani work, but organized just privately by families who had this as a main
source of living through centuries. The aim is to create a dedicated are a where citizens can gether and learn and practise filigrani and other
handicraft activities organized as workshops.
7.3 Library + Handicraft Centre
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Decision on the use of facade was made based on the desire to have a solution which would highlight the relations between the old and the
new structure. The aim here was to have the old object as authentic as possible with the original building, as described in the historical
documents. Therefore, in the old object, simple facade is applied.
The roof and metal enveloping of windows, has been applied as an element of new architecture, on top of the old. Metal enveloping, as a
material, represents the introduction of contemporary materials in old objects.
The facade of the new object is designed on the principle of nets, which were a part of interior in individual households of Islamic
architecture, allowing the passing of light through the net. Light, as an important element in the Islamic architecture, is also an element in the
facade of our project. Same as the "doksat" element in individual household, where residents could spent most of the time during the day, the
library also has a similar element with a lot of light. An additional element is the enveloping of the entire object with a facade which plays with
light in the interior.
Despite the north facade which is opened with the view towards old structure, main view can be considered in the east direction. The reasion
is the direct connection with the site where old mosque and old bridge can be observed . This is the main reason why this facade is totally
opened.
A big opening, covered by clear glass, gives to readers the possibility to have direct contact with mountains that surround city of Prizren, as
long as with the old mosque and also the bridge and river. In the ground floor the facade of study room is treated in the same princip, giving
the possibility to readers to have enough light during their study hours. Also since this area is used during the night, it is also a possibility that
the light from the urban site lightening can brighten the area where they will be spending their hours in the evening.
The south facade is partly covered with the grid that is created with the movement of horizontal concrete panels. But in the ground floor the
facade is totally opened with  glass facade. The reason for giving this totall opening is the contact with the innner yard that is organized in the
south side of the building. Even though this yard is surrounded by a sloid wall, it is still a very qualitativ area from which creates a relation
between inside and outside facilites. This is the main reasion why here it is used glass facade as architecture solution.
Choice of materials was done based on the analyses of the sorrounding area. Since the location is mixed with different building which belong
to different architecture solution, we should be carefull with the choice of materail. Also the shape of the building ( new structure) itself and
the facade design were reach enough so the material that should be choosen as best solution should be simble and also clean. Light
concrete prefabricate palens were the final decision after many trying for different materials.
Light concrete of prefabrecated pannels which create the grid along main facade, collaborate with the whiteness of the old structure, creating
in this way an architecture design solution which is valuable as the best one after the study analises that were done. The only contrast in this
composition is the material that is applied in the roof of the old building together with the frames of the windows in old building.
7.4 Facade concept and materials
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8.Conclution
Public libraries are essential for the intellectual and academic functioning of a particular city. They represent a hub, a safe heaven, a hide out
for all those who aspire to know something more, to challenge themselves, to study or, as simple as that, to train their minds. However, a
library is not just storage of books, a place where one can find what it needs; libraries are much more than that. A library is a home for those
who are in love with knowledge. And as any other home, space is just one element. It needs warmth, it needs commodity, it needs positivism
and so much more.
As a city with an ancient tradition, a city which, above all, has cherished and values knowledge and arts, as the birthplace of the first
contemporary library in the region, nowadays Prizren deserves a contemporary library. The project presented in this thesis is an building
aspiring to become a home for all those dwelling towards knowledge and which is not much different from its sister like buildings in nowadays
Europe. The project aspires to achieve the highest contemporary standards, at present used in libraries, while at the same time it shows the
outmost care and respect for the traditional values.
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-RC floor 20 cm
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FLOOR STRUCTURE
-panel parquet flooring 1.5 cm
-cement screed 6.5 cm
-EPS board for floor heating 4 cm
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-RC floor 18 cm
-suspended ceiling gypsum boards
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-panel parquet flooring 1.5 cm
-cement screed 6.5 cm
-EPS board for floor heating 4 cm
-EPS elasticised polystyrene 2 cm
-RC floor 18 cm
-suspended ceiling gypsum boards
FLOOR ON THE GROUND
-panel parquet flooring 1.5 cm
-cement screed 6.5 cm
-EPS elasticised polystyrene 2 cm
-EPS solid ploystyrene 8 cm
-RC foundation slab 40 cm
-concrete base 5 cm
-Sikadur, flexible waterproofing membrane 1 cm
-concrete base 10 cm
FLOOR ON THE GROUND
-panel parquet flooring 1.5 cm
-cement screed 6.5 cm
-EPS elasticised polystyrene 2 cm
-EPS solid ploystyrene 8 cm
-RC foundation slab 40 cm
-concrete base 5 cm
-Sikadur, flexible waterproofing membrane 1 cm
-concrete base 10 cm
EXTERNAL WALL
-concrete panel 8 cm
-ventilated air layer 4 cm
-Tyvek layer for ventilated facade
-rockwool 10 cm
-RC wall 25 cm
-linear plaster 2 cm
EXTERNAL WALL
-concrete panel 8 cm
-ventilated air layer 4 cm
-Tyvek layer for ventilated facade
-structural glass facade
A-11.
WEST FACADE 1:200
NORTH FACADE 1:200
A-12.
EAST FACADE 1:200
SOUTH FACADE 1:200
A-13.
VISUALISATION-EXTERIOR
A-14.
VISUALISATION-EXTERIOR
A-15.
VISUALISATION-EXTERIOR
A-16.
VISUALISATION-BACK YARD
A-17.
VISUALISATION-READING ROOM
A-18.
VISUALISATION-READING/STAIRS
A-19.
VISUALISATION-EXHIBITION HANDICRAFT/AREA
A-20.
VISUALISATION-OLD STRUCTURE/HERITAGE COLLECTION
A-21.
 MODEL 1:150
A-22.
A-23.
 MODEL 1:150
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